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 link   

Hello ATS,
This is the first of its kind that I’ve seen on the internet. What you ask? A scaling project
that deals with some of the best reports of alleged “giant UFOs.” While not as common as
regular UFOs (if there is such a thing), the cases I’ve chosen are well known and
documented. I have scaled these giants next to known terrestrial objects, both natural
and manmade. Some of these behemoth UFOs were estimated at one mile or more, while
others the size of a football stadium. Given this range in size, you will find the different
cases scaled vs something of like-stature (size). One more thing-- I didn’t initially have
the intention of making a long thread, so the earlier attempts are not quite as cool.
Without further ado let’s get the show on the road! They say a picture is worth a
thousand words….
1986: JAL 1628 UFO
Many consider this to be one of the best cases of all time. This is actually what got the
scaling project started. I was examining the drawings and found that the area he
described as “pale white light” was about 1.5x as long as his 747. He also estimated the
UFO to be as large as an aircraft carrier. I took the drawing I found online and scaled in a
Supercarrier of approximately 1100 feet (335.3 m) in length.

 new topics
House passes bill to make Washington DC
the 51st state
US Political Madness : 1 hours ago

I'm afraid we won't be able to shut down
even if it gets bad.
Social Issues and Civil Unrest : 1 hours ago

That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish
Aliens and UFOs : 1 hours ago

My Helicopter Hologram Idea
General Chit Chat : 3 hours ago

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago

To read more about this case:

ATS: Strange story of JAL 1628
naturalplane.blogspot
ufoevidence.org
1996: Yukon UFO “Mothership”
Since we were already in the Alaskan vicinity with the last case, let’s slide on over to the
Yukon territory of Canada now and fast forward 10 years. An enormous UFO was
witnessed by at least 30 different people. After looking at diagrams and listening to video,
I decided on a length of 1 km (3281 ft). Just like JAL, I put in the old 747 and Supercarrier
because no crappy giant UFO diagram would be complete without them. I also threw in
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Minneapolis Council members get private
security after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago

Mental Disorders Linked to Alien Abductions and
Political Leaders
Health & Wellness : 5 hours ago

The big chill: How Africa is moving to battle
'zombie' appliances
Other Current Events : 5 hours ago

Yeshu ben Pandera the sorcerer
Conspiracies in Religions : 6 hours ago
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the Vatican (St. Peter’s Basilica) and the Louisiana Superdome.

To read more about this case:

ATS: Yukon UFO Mothership Incident
To read about a (possible) related incident:

2000 UFO encounter at Little Fox Lake
2010: Huge UFOs over Louisiana
This case is not so well known. But I included it for two reasons. First, the UFOs were
huge so they fit the criteria for some fun with scaling. Second, the witness is a retired
engineer and has held a pilot license since 1973. After reading his report, I settled in on
1/6 of a mile (260 m) for approximate length. Getting tired of the aircraft carriers and
747s, I scaled it next to a football field and the Transamerica Pyramid. Keep in mind
this guy saw two of them!

 top topics
I've never seen so many white liberals held
hostage by the term "racism" in all my LIFE...
Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 26 flags

Why I am voting for Biden.
Political Mud-Pit : 15 hours ago, 25 flags

To read more about this case:

The report on UFO Casebook
1996: Pyramid UFO over Brazil
Haroldo Westendorf, a Brazilian pilot, spotted a huge pyramid shaped UFO near Pelotas.
He ended up circling it three times in his Embraer EMB-712 (single engine priv plane),
noting it had 8-10 sides. He estimated it to be 100 m (328 ft) wide at the base, and 70 m
(229.6 ft) tall. It is scaled next to two very well known church landmarks: St . Paul’s
Cathedral and the Trinity Church. FYI- St. Paul’s Cathedral was the tallest building in
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The political mentality of ATS and its
demise
Political Mud-Pit : 8 hours ago, 25 flags

The giant white, woke, 120lb elephant in the
room
Political Mud-Pit : 7 hours ago, 24 flags

Biden has confirmed, if he is elected he will turn
the USA into China/1944 Germany
Political Issues : 16 hours ago, 21 flags

President Trump Offers to Help Chicago Reduce
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London from 1710-1962. The Trinity Church was the tallest building in Manhattan when it
was completed in 1846.

Record Violence - Mayor Lightfoot tells him F--You.
Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 18 flags

Minneapolis Council members get private security
after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago, 14 flags

Robot Dolphin
Other Current Events : 8 hours ago, 11 flags

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago, 9 flags

To read more about this case:

ATS: Brazil Pilot Circles Giant Mothership
ufoevidence.org

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago, 9 flags

2009: Cigar UFO over Argentina
A blackout seemed to coincide with a large cigar-shaped UFO. Reports vary on the number
of witnesses, but a lot of people saw a huge object in the sky. It was estimated at “no
less” than 200-300 meters in length. Here it floats scaled next to the tallest building in
Dallas Texas and a Boeing 747 (boring I know lol). Looking around google I quickly noticed
that Salta is a hotspot for UFOs.

To read more about this case:

ATS: Argentina-Giant UFO causes Huge Commotion
Argentina-Giant UFO causes Huge Commotion in Salta

2007: Mile Long UFO spotted over English Channel
Capt. Ray Bowyer made big news with this one. At first he thought it was a 737 but soon
realized it was MUCH farther away! He estimated this brilliant elongated oval shaped UFO
to be a mile across. Here is an approximation with a 747, Supercarrier, and the Willis
Tower (formerly Sears Tower) tipped on its side. The tower stands 1730 feet (527 m) to
the tip of the antenna and held the title of the world tallest bldg from 1973-1998,
dominating the Chicago skyline.

 active topics
To read more about this case:

My Helicopter Hologram Idea

ATS: Mile Wide UFO spotted by British Airline pilot

General Chit Chat • 5 • : beyondknowledge
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ATS: Mile Wide UFO spotted by Pilot
Fox News
Dailymail.co.uk
Youtube interview with Capt. Bowyer

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise
Political Mud-Pit • 90 • : bigsnowman

Family of three drown in pool in Jersey...(spoiler:
tied to Clintons/Gates)
ATS Skunk Works • 30 • : midnightstar

2 for 1 Special! Huge Saucer and Black Triangle over Central Park
NYC’s Central Park comes under attack in this picture. The Orange-Brownish Saucer was
witnessed by Capt. Jean-Charles Duboc in 1994 over Paris. The object was initially spotted
by a steward who drew Duboc’s attention. As the object got closer they realized it was a
giant spinning disc! The 300 meter (984 ft) saucer was said to have slowly became
transparent and gradually disappeared right before their eyes. The captain firmly believes
he saw an object from another world.
The second UFO in the picture is from the 2000 Illinois Black Triangle sighting which was
witnessed by 6 different folks including police officers from multiple jurisdictions. This
object was said to be 2-3 stories thick and the size of a football field. So I threw in a
football field and a 747 to give you an idea of the size of the triangle. The back of the
craft is the length of a football field, while the arrowhead measured length wise is longer.
Keep in mind that Black Triangles are seen all over the world. Some are estimated at 600
feet across, so this craft in the picture is probably a conservative estimate. Many have
speculated that the Black Triangles are a top secret US exotic called the TR-3B. I’m not
convinced at all. FYI- Central Park is ½ mile wide. The reservoir seen in the picture has a
jogging trail around it approx 1.6 miles.

I am a skinhead....
Rant • 28 • : projectvxn

Activists & Journalists Say The Star
Spangled Banner Should No Longer Be The
National Anthem
Political Mud-Pit • 63 • : AugustusMasonicus

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 5099 • : Creep Thumper

US has a SERIOUS PROBLEM says Fauci
Diseases and Pandemics • 59 • : rom12345

Weapon of mass destruction and its myths.
Science & Technology • 77 • : SarK0Y

House passes bill to make Washington DC the 51st
state
US Political Madness • 15 • : AugustusMasonicus

Biden has confirmed, if he is elected he will turn
the USA into China/1944 Germany
Political Issues • 28 • : AugustusMasonicus

For more on these cases:

ATS :Flight Air France 3532
ATS :Cometa Report Case
TR-3B nuclear powered flying triangle
UFO Over Southern Illinois
ufoevidence.org

Phoenix Lights… tried to save the best for last!
In 1997 thousands of citizens in Phoenix called in after witnessing strange lights in the sky.
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This incident would grab international attention and make it one of the most important
UFO cases of all time. Size estimates vary-- I have heard everything from the V-Shaped
craft being “A mile or two” or “The size of a football stadium” to “just plain HUGE.” After
watching the Phoenix Lights Documentary , I decided to use their estimation of the
V-Shape being a mile wide from tip to tip. The documentary diagram shows how tiny an
airliner and football field look in comparison.

This mile wide (estimate) is described by many whom the object flew directly over—and
matches up closely with a commercial pilot who said he could have “landed his 727 on it.”
Here is the same strange V-shaped UFO next to Mars’ smaller moon Deimos. Included is
the current tallest building in the world which stands over ½ mile high, and two
beautiful islands some of you may know.

I’m not going to post any links, Phoenix lights is well known! My co-worker (of 7 years) is a
Phoenix transplant and a witness. I hope you enjoyed the fun with scaling like I did.

-SJ
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chanel

 link   

    
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 02:35 AM

If I could give you 50 Flags for that thread, I would. Excellent job! Thank you for putting
that all together. The way that you scaled it made me really able to visualize these
famous sightings. SandF!!

W3RLIED2

 link   

 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 02:37 AM

Wow, ScramJet! Well done! Pictures are always better than even the best description,
especially when talking about sightings of ufo this large. Its easy to forget about the scale
of these sightings when it's all words. Seeing your images really makes a good point as too
just how super massive these ufo's really were.
My all time favorite will always be the Phoenix lights. I've watched those video's over and
over and imagined what it must have looked like to see a ufo that size in person.
A big thumbs up

ScramJet. I salute you.

edit on 24-8-2011 by W3RLIED2 because: sp

philware

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 02:45 AM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
i swear that is the object that my family and i saw in daylight on 28th april 2011 at12.15
to12.50
check my thread titled ufo over a55 chester to rhyl on 28th april 2011
OMG THANKS OP
now i know others have seen the same as us
you dont knowe what this means to us all
from the wares
ps
please could anyone add that cigar shaped ufo with windows seen over salta argentina
2009 to my original thread
i would appretiate it more than words could say
again thanks
edit on 24-8-2011 by philware because: (no reason given)
edit on 24-8-2011 by philware because: (no reason given)
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Scramjet76

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 02:51 AM

 link   

Looks like good responses so far. Thanks guys.
Some of the sizes surprised me as well.

W3RLIED2

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 03:10 AM

 link   

Bump before bed time.
This thread is too good to get passed by.

Kandinsky
    
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 04:34 AM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
Nice post Scram
The scales reported in some sightings bug the heck out of me. Waaaaaay too big to be
believed and yet some come from pretty decent witnesses who might be better off staying
quiet than bringing it up. No advantage in cash prizes or promotions! It's more a case of
flat out laughter.
With the size of these things, we'd expect scores of witnesses to notice. People say that
nobody looks up any more, but I think they would when the shadows of these apparent
craft would bring darkness or blot out the stars. Likewise, the slipstream and turbulence
created by some massive moving object should be there too.
I guess this where the holographic ideas came about. If we believe the witnesses, they
describe a structured craft of stupendous sizes. Being rational, we know that they can't
'physically' be there due to air displacement, witnesses etc. A compromise is that the
witnesses saw what they said they saw, but what they *think* they saw wasn't really
there. In essence, they saw something illusory. Such a speculation doesn't help us out
because we've swapped one problem for another and need to wonder where the
technology comes from for this to happen? The Blue Beam nuts might think we can do this
and we can't.
Another sci-fi speculation is that the objects are real and that size. In this scenario,
maybe they can only be seen from one perspective and aren't really in the same space as
us? Like walking past an open garage; you need to be in the right place to see what's
parked up in there.
The more probable explanations are the ones that are usually offered, but it's nice to
speculate around the edges too...despite it being frowned on by some.
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iksose7

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 04:55 AM

 link   

Awesome thread man. Not heard about a couple of these sightings. The scale of these
objects is just so incomprehensible to my tiny human brain!

MainLineThis
  
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 05:41 AM

 link   

WOW!!!!! All these HUGE craft being "documented" and yet all we get in every case
presented is a cheesy artistic rendition? It's a shame none of these sightings happened
over populated areas in modern times where everyone and their great grandmother has a
camera on them. I can't wait for the future where technology and intelligence will help
shed a light on this subject......oh wait...I said that back in the early 80's. Oh well.....
One thing I do know, real or not, it doesn't make sense that they would be alien. Why?
Well, because taking a craft that size presents unwarranted risks to any mission. There is
no reason to take crafts of these sizes into any planets atmosphere. What would be the
purpose? Surely not to observe...right? I mean, even us stupid humans can read a license
plate from space, I'm betting they can do better than that if they can manage to get here.
Even stupid humans can send down small probes to gather data, no need for a city sized
"mother-ship" to put itself at risk to gather air samples or temperature data.....or diddle a
hillbilly.
None of these sightings make any sense. The lack of real evidence says something to me.
It's almost as if people just might see something unusual, but then their idiot imaginations
get involved and they parrot all the crap they have ever heard about UFO's to give their
story more "credit". You know...like all those people that claim these things "dart around
in the sky and make serious 90 degree turns on a dime"......yet we never really see that in
any of the evidence....odd that....almost as if a few reports like that spurned others to
take their "sightings" and mold them to the "popular" view of ufos......kinda like the
idiotic flap of "flying saucers" after that newspaper reporter called them that. If he would
have called them flying tea cups how much you want to bet all those amazing stories
would suddenly be about flying tea cups?
No different here....

JennaDarling
  
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 05:43 AM

 link   

Has it ever occurred to you that the size of the object maybe an artifact of distortion due
to the propulsion method?

network dude
 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 08:50 AM

reply to post by Scramjet76
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fantastic job. The huge UFO's have been an interest to me for a while. Ever since I read
about the possible ships in the rings of Saturn. ( Earth sized ships) And thinking about the
possibility that not every race of people from other planets have to be the same size as
us. We being arrogant humans think everything in the universe is relative to us, but most
likely, it's not. Think of how insignificant we would be to a ship the size of our planet.
The JAL is one of my favorites. The pilot seemed to handle the situation extremely
professionally given the circumstances. It's one of the most believable for me.
Again, great job, I hope the applause is often and frequent.

Scramjet76
     
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 08:51 AM

 link   

reply to post by Kandinsky
Thanks man. You know one would think that even more people would be part of
(witnessing) these events. I mean some of the vehicles are truly monsterous. To me, this
leaves 2 possible conclusions. First, perhaps it just means that everyone who sees a UFO
doesn't necessarily report it. Second, obviously they are using some stealth gear that
defies explanation. In most experiences involving aliens people report that their hosts are
often dodgy when it comes to questions like "where do you come from." However in a
couple of instances they have seem to have dropped the hint "look where it's dark."
Now, considering that we can only see 4.5% of the universe and the rest is dark
matter/energy, I think they have left us a pretty good clue. I believe our government in
withholding information of a colossal magnititude... perhaps the universe is more
"metaphysical" than we realize.

reply to post by network dude
Thanks bud

edit on 24-8-2011 by Scramjet76 because: (no reason given)

TXRabbit
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posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 09:19 AM

 link   

Great job man. * & F for ya

HomerinNC
 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 09:31 AM

 link   

the disc over NYC might be related to the book Budd Hopkins wrote about NYC
abductions....was about the same time frame...
The title was Witnessed

Gwampo

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 09:31 AM

 link   

reply to post by Kandinsky
let me guess, you're one of those people who thinks this is a bug, right?
edit on 24-8-2011 by Gwampo because: (no reason given)

Kandinsky

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 09:36 AM

 link   

reply to post by Gwampo
It did look pretty buggish yeah.

HomerinNC

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 09:47 AM

 link   

reply to post by Gwampo
wow, dunno what to make of it...

Beamish
      
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 09:56 AM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
Nice take on the whole subject, and indirectly, an interesting look at our attitude towards
anomalous - possibly mechanical (in our sense of the word) - flying objects.
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It does seem almost ludicrous that these UFOs are real, nuts and bolts "ships". Taking the
line that they are solid objects, their size, in comparison to our own level of technology,
is impossible. But then again, how do we gauge the achievements of a species (or
civilisation) we know nothing about?
Consider someone from the fourteenth century seeing an Airbus A380 in flight. Wouldn't
that seem contrary to everything you knew about science and physics at the time?
And to speculate: What if they - the "pilots" of these behemoths - are actually colossal in
stature? What if they are tiny, and these ships are actually their planets? Smart, sentient,
spacefaring bacteria anyone?

Beamish

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 09:58 AM

 link   

reply to post by Gwampo
Why can it not be a bug?
What is there about it that screams UFO?
Besides, its insignificant compared to the mothers listed above...

MainLineThis
 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:01 AM

 link   

reply to post by Gwampo
Anyone who considers that idiotic webcam video of a bug to be some alien piloted craft,
or a physical UFO needs their head examined. Plain and simple.
I looked, and I couldn't find the police and insurance reports of the THOUSANDS of
windows that would have been broken by such an aerial maneuver....odd. And let's forget
the thousand other common sense reasons why this video isn't what your deepest desires
and religious like belief system make it out to be....but lets just ignore everything and
jump to the least likely conclusion.....wait...stop....look over there!!! It's an image of the
virgin mary in that tree bark....lol. But if I turn my brain off, and put on my tin foil hat,
sure I guess this could be a real honest to goodness UFO worthy of terrifying those evil
skeptics.....lol.
Please, sir you are not only insulting us but you are embarrassing yourself.
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Dubninja

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:03 AM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
Fantastic thread!!!!.
Well worth a look, thank you for the information and diagrams!!!
jah bless
(never new UFOs got sooooo big)

 new topics
House passes bill to make Washington DC
the 51st state
US Political Madness : 1 hours ago

Kandinsky

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:08 AM

 link   

reply to post by Beamish
Some good points there Beamish; trying to imagine these monsters in a meaningful way is
tough. Too big, too overlooked and rather than writing them all off, it's worth thinking
around the edges of *how* the witnesses could be right.

I'm afraid we won't be able to shut down
even if it gets bad.
Social Issues and Civil Unrest : 1 hours ago

That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish
Aliens and UFOs : 1 hours ago

My Helicopter Hologram Idea
General Chit Chat : 3 hours ago

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago

Charizard
  
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:09 AM

 link   

Great stuff, man! These massive 'mother ship' UFO sitings really fascinate me. The
Phoenix V craft is probably my favorite, but the JAL 'walnut' saucer is just...I can't believe
those pilots remained so calm seeing something like that outside their window. I really
would love to probe their memory and see what they saw. I can't even imagine it.
One famous big UFO sighting you forgot was the Hudson Valley boomerang. That one was
pretty large, wasn't it? I remember one witness describing it as "looking up at a city of
lights".
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Minneapolis Council members get private
security after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago

Mental Disorders Linked to Alien Abductions and
Political Leaders
Health & Wellness : 5 hours ago

The big chill: How Africa is moving to battle
'zombie' appliances
Other Current Events : 5 hours ago

Yeshu ben Pandera the sorcerer
Conspiracies in Religions : 6 hours ago
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fleabit
   
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:12 AM

 link   


One thing I do know, real or not, it doesn't make sense that they would be alien. Why?
Well, because taking a craft that size presents unwarranted risks to any mission. There is
no reason to take crafts of these sizes into any planets atmosphere. What would be the
purpose? Surely not to observe...right? I mean, even us stupid humans can read a license
plate from space, I'm betting they can do better than that if they can manage to get
here. Even stupid humans can send down small probes to gather data, no need for a city
sized "mother-ship" to put itself at risk to gather air samples or temperature data.....or
diddle a hillbilly."

Which of those ships is city-sized? I guess if your "city" is a mile across, then.. sure. If that
is what you came in, and you don't have "probes," then I suppose you fly what you got,
yes? I think it's funny you actually think you could fathom the inheret risks of flying a large
craft over foreign planets.

None of these sightings make any sense. The lack of real evidence says something to me.
It's almost as if people just might see something unusual, but then their idiot
imaginations get involved and they parrot all the crap they have ever heard about UFO's
to give their story more "credit". You know...like all those people that claim these things
"dart around in the sky and make serious 90 degree turns on a dime"......yet we never
really see that in any of the evidence....odd that....almost as if a few reports like that
spurned others to take their "sightings" and mold them to the "popular" view of
ufos......kinda like the idiotic flap of "flying saucers" after that newspaper reporter
called them that.

Except that many eyewitnesses do not give UFOs a second thought prior to their sightings.
I know it's hard to believe, but this site does not accurately represent the interests and
knowledge of your common Joe. So for many, no.. they are not just letting their "idiot
imaginations" run away with them. For example.. the no-nonsense Texas rancher who saw
the three football field ufo over his head during the Stephenvilles sightings. I suppose his
wild imagination ran away with him?
And again, I think it's ridiculous that people ignore or write off UFOs solely because they
don't have what they consider to be "solid evidence." There is imo, plenty of solid
eyewitness testimony, radar returns, pictures and videos to take it and study it seriously.
The rude dismissal of anyone claiming to have seen a UFO as being unstable, someone
with a wild imagination, or someone who just plain stupid, is an insult to many of those
folks.

 top topics
I've never seen so many white liberals held
hostage by the term "racism" in all my LIFE...
Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 26 flags

Why I am voting for Biden.
Political Mud-Pit : 15 hours ago, 25 flags

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise
Political Mud-Pit : 8 hours ago, 25 flags

The giant white, woke, 120lb elephant in the
room

MainLineThis
 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:13 AM

Political Mud-Pit : 7 hours ago, 24 flags

 link   

Can someone point me to any decent video footage from the ages upon ages of these
massive ships flying over densely populated areas?
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Biden has confirmed, if he is elected he will turn
the USA into China/1944 Germany
Political Issues : 16 hours ago, 21 flags

President Trump Offers to Help Chicago Reduce
Record Violence - Mayor Lightfoot tells him F--You.
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Not that I don't mind eyewitness reports (and no, I don't give a flying leap if they are from
"pilots" or anyone, they are stupid humans first then they are pilots, cops,
astronauts...etc, second....subject to everything you and I are)....but eyewitness reports
backup up by multiple angles of decent footage over populated areas is hard to ignore if
the objects in question are the size this thread is advertising.

Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 18 flags

Minneapolis Council members get private security
after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago, 14 flags

Robot Dolphin
Other Current Events : 8 hours ago, 11 flags

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago, 9 flags

cosmicexplorer
 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:20 AM

 link   

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago, 9 flags

reply to post by Scramjet76
Great thread...original idea and interesting....
Ufos is what im here for! And some of these cases i dont think ive heard of.

BIGPoJo
    
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:22 AM

 link   


Originally posted by MainLineThis
Can someone point me to any decent video footage from the ages upon ages of these
massive ships flying over densely populated areas?
Not that I don't mind eyewitness reports (and no, I don't give a flying leap if they are
from "pilots" or anyone, they are stupid humans first then they are pilots, cops,
astronauts...etc, second....subject to everything you and I are)....but eyewitness reports
backup up by multiple angles of decent footage over populated areas is hard to ignore if
the objects in question are the size this thread is advertising.

Sure, but first show me some footage of our current black projects. Oh wait, you can't
because the odds of getting high quality footage of a random encounter is harder than
winning the lottery. Even when we were testing the B2 bomber and people reported it as
a UFO, no one could provide a good photo or video. Why do you think that is?
Well the reason is that even with today's tech, it is hard to film a flying object due to
distance, distortion, and crappy auto focus. Another reason is that most people don't carry
$500 Sony HD cams everywhere they go. Go outside tonight and try to film the Moon, you
will see what I mean when I say its hard to get quality footage.

Beamish
   
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:25 AM

reply to post by Kandinsky

 link   

 active topics
My Helicopter Hologram Idea
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Too big, too overlooked and rather than writing them all off, it's worth thinking around
the edges of *how* the witnesses could be right.

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise
Political Mud-Pit • 90 • : bigsnowman

Family of three drown in pool in Jersey...(spoiler:
tied to Clintons/Gates)

Not being at all versed in the physicality of aircraft aerodynamics, I am hardly at liberty
to state with any certainty just how much impact a solid craft of the sizes illustrated
would have on the immediate environment. I imagine it would be immense.
However, it is worth speculating that given there were no – as far as I know “Speilbergian” type weather effects associated with them (think his version of the War of
the Worlds) they might not have been as “solid” as we think.
I am obviously speaking about something that represents an archetype to the spectator; a
visual challenge for the psyche to see just what we make intellectually of an object that
cannot exist under our present paradigm.
Think of the alleged lack of reaction to European galleons sailing towards the shores of
native islanders on seeing them for the first time. If I remember rightly, the natives
considered the ships new “islands”. They made of them what they could. They were right,
in a way.

ATS Skunk Works • 30 • : midnightstar

I am a skinhead....
Rant • 28 • : projectvxn

Activists & Journalists Say The Star
Spangled Banner Should No Longer Be The
National Anthem
Political Mud-Pit • 63 • : AugustusMasonicus

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 5099 • : Creep Thumper

US has a SERIOUS PROBLEM says Fauci
Diseases and Pandemics • 59 • : rom12345

Weapon of mass destruction and its myths.
Science & Technology • 77 • : SarK0Y

House passes bill to make Washington DC the 51st
state
US Political Madness • 15 • : AugustusMasonicus

Us seeing these supposedly immense flying craft could just be our way of rationally
justifying how they are up there, and what they are there for.

Biden has confirmed, if he is elected he will turn
the USA into China/1944 Germany
Political Issues • 28 • : AugustusMasonicus

We could be way off the mark.

BIGPoJo
 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:26 AM

 link   

reply to post by fleabit


Which of those ships is city-sized? I guess if your "city" is a mile across, then.. sure. If
that is what you came in, and you don't have "probes," then I suppose you fly what you
got, yes? I think it's funny you actually think you could fathom the inheret risks of flying
a large craft over foreign planets.

Well, what about the inherent risks of interstellar travel faster than the speed of light.
Running into a micro meteorite at that speed would do more damage than any human
could do with a terrestrial weapon. Pretty sure going in for a peek is no where near as
risky as leaving our solar system.

BIGPoJo
   
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:29 AM

 link   

reply to post by Beamish


Think of the alleged lack of reaction to European galleons sailing towards the shores of
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native islanders on seeing them for the first time. If I remember rightly, the natives
considered the ships new “islands”. They made of them what they could. They were
right, in a way.

I have heard this story too. There was a shaman standing on the beach staring at the
boats. No one else could see the boats. Then the shaman would walk around and poke
people in the forehead and said "SEE". The people began to see the boats where there was
none before.
Their brains had never seen a plank of wood let alone a navy ship, they did not know how
to process the visual information.

fleabit
      
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:32 AM

 link   

I find that difficult to believe. I saw that in the Bleep movie as well.. and I think if they
saw ships, they saw ships. They HAD boats, almost certainly. Just because they were
larger and had white sails.. they were invisible to them? I don't buy it.

Beamish
 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:43 AM

 link   

reply to post by fleabit


Just because they were larger and had white sails.. they were invisible to them?

Personally, I hadn’t heard that they were invisible to the natives. It makes more sense
that they saw something that related to technology they already had, but in their mindset
couldn’t possibly exist.
So, they were islands.
With our new understanding of the world around us, we can make similar observations; we
see vast “objects” in the sky, they remind us of our own technology but on a grander
scale, so we “see” space ships.
But perhaps we are not as far removed from those natives as we think.
It’s all supposition, isn’t it?
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sdrawkcabII
   
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 11:03 AM

 link   

Ooh, I see my thread about the Mile Wide UFO referenced. Thanks
Human beings need to stop judging everything by our standards. I think it's important
when looking at things of a foreign nature. We have set standards that govern us, other
beings have different standards. A little imagination goes a long way. Someone mentioned
that these things are simply too big to be even practical. Practical to whom, us or them?
Maybe, just maybe...some of these vehicles are actually small by their standards. Maybe
where they're from, they have buildings 10 times the size of what we will consider to be
huge ships. Maybe, their planets are as large as Jupiter, or our sun.
The arrogance some people have, to think that the way we do things are the way the rest
of the incredibly vast Universe should do things. Grow up!

spacevisitor
   
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 11:12 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Scramjet76
Hello ATS,
This is the first of its kind that I’ve seen on the internet. What you ask? A scaling project
that deals with some of the best reports of alleged “giant UFOs.”

Hi Scramjet76, great idea to do a scaling project like this.
I really enjoyed it, therefore a well deserved giant star and flag.
Is it not absolutely amazing that such huge crafts are allowed
to
“flying/moving/hovering” freely around a bit in our skies when and wherever they want.
That must be quite some interesting technology of which our top scientists would be
jealous about don’t you think?
Not forget to mention that those pilots must have indeed some really powerful friends in
High places.
This is also what I find so interesting.
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Abduction by Grey ETs in Huge, Black Triangle
© 2005 by Linda Moulton Howe
Grey Aliens Say Time and Size Are Not Relevant To Them
The only things that I found fascinating that I did seem to get an answer to, or
somehow is: time has no relevance to them. Time has no relevance to them.
The taller being kept telling me that time was only important to me. Time
could be whatever they wanted it to be. And that size was irrelevant to them.
I asked at one point how big their ship was because it looked massive.
He said, Its whatever size we need it to be.'

Can you imagine that, that it would be whatever size they need it to be?
edit on 24/8/11 by spacevisitor because: did some adding and corrections

zeustodeh

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 12:01 PM

 link   

Awesome thread and holy crap those things are huge, thanks for putting them into
perspective

alfa1
   
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 12:01 PM

Well of course there is also the massive Kansas City UFO described in this thread...

www.abovetopsecret.com...
August 10th 2011. Just a few weeks ago.
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 link   
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Seen by *ONE* person.

philware
 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 12:06 PM

 link   

reply to post by MainLineThis
i have one word for the likes of you
but i will not drop down to your level

fatpastyhead
 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 12:25 PM

 link   

"Phoenix Lights… tried to save the best for last!
In 1997 thousands of citizens in Phoenix called in after witnessing strange lights in the sky.
This incident would grab international attention and make it one of the most important
UFO cases of all time. Size estimates vary-- I have heard everything from the V-Shaped
craft being “A mile or two” or “The size of a football stadium” to “just plain HUGE.” After
watching the Phoenix Lights Documentary , I decided to use their estimation of the VShape being a mile wide from tip to tip. The documentary diagram shows how tiny an
airliner and football field look in comparison. "
I have seen something very similar to this. Because I saw it, it made me sceptical.. if that
makes sense. It was close and differs a bit to the picture shown - It was white and bright.
I do not know what I looked at that night but I still find it hard to believe it was a couple
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of alien dudes cruising past where I live.
Great post though fella.

TheMur
  
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 12:32 PM

 link   

I think alot of these giant UFOs are missed by most people because unless you are indeed
looking to the stars for UFOs etc how often do you look up at the sky. Some people are
just oblivious to the obvious.

phishyblankwaters
  
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 12:53 PM

 link   

reply to post by BIGPoJo


Well the reason is that even with today's tech, it is hard to film a flying object due to
distance, distortion, and crappy auto focus. Another reason is that most people don't
carry $500 Sony HD cams everywhere they go. Go outside tonight and try to film the
Moon, you will see what I mean when I say its hard to get quality footage.

When he said decent, I'm not thinking he meant 1080p, I'm inclined to think, from his
tone, that he meant some actual footage that shows something other than a vague light,
and since these mile wide massive objects are that big, there should be various angels
available.
your argument about technology is merely an evolved "no one had cameras back then"
argument which holds no merit what so ever. Try this, next time you are outside, stop 10
people and ask them if their cellphone has a camera.
If these mile wide and larger *ships* are in fact real and being seen, then we should only
need to wait long enough for a few people to catch a glimpse on their phone.
A single high quality video is ok evidence, several independently filmed mediocre videos
are better as long as they can be traced (dome of the rock "ufo" hoax for example).
Another issue, as with the phoenix lights, is people see lights in the sky that appear to be
moving together, and their brain does the rest of the work, it's a massive dark object. I
believe some UFO show (maybe fact or faked?) did a test with this using I believe balloons
and lights tethered together, actually, I think this was them attempting to debunk the
phoenix lights or something similar.
the human brain is quite complex and you are mostly along for the ride, your brain does
so much behind the scenes so you don't have to worry about it. Certain disorders and brain
damage can affect these areas, some of which control facial recognition. Some people
actually can't tell anyone apart, for them it's like trying to tell apart dolphins. Some
people honestly don't recognize themselves in the mirror. Other people recognize
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everyone on earth as someone they know from somewhere, when in fact they have never
met. Did you know that your brain only uses a tiny fraction of the information coming
from your eyes? You make think you are seeing everything around you, but in reality, your
brain is only really focused on a tiny section in the middle, so while you are focusing on
object A, your brain is basically blurring everything else out. One of the various reasons
eyewitness testimony isn't as solid as some people think. Go ahead and try to send
someone to jail based only on your eyewitness testimony. That witness with some
circumstantial evidence is convincing, that witness alone is insufficient.
Our brains are hardwired to try to make things easy for us, this is where matrix-ing and
other issues come in, and I do believe a good chunk of sightings can be blamed on this.
That said, they indeed saw something, but there is always the possibility their brain told
them they saw a large silent black craft, when in fact they saw 3 balloons with LEDS in
them.
that said, after digging a little deeper into the phoenix incident I've learned that the clear
military flares explain the later event, but apparently people did report seeing a massive
craft blocking out the sky an hour or so before the one we all saw on video, and those
witnesses say the video we saw looks nothing like what they saw.
I dunno, whenever someone brings up the point that people aren't watching the skies
anymore, I can't help but remember a Tom Green skit where he walks around a city,
randomly pointing at something in the sky until people look where he is pointing, then he
points somewhere else, and of course they all look there.
If these events are actually happening then it's only a matter of time before we get
something tangible in the form of various different angles of the same event, hopefully
showing a craft not just a bright light.
If I were a betting man, I'd put my money on a large craft sighting being the lynch pin that
converts everyone to believers, but until then, no "take my word for it" is going to be
strong enough. People lie, people hoax, and some people will take it to the grave because
they got a sick satisfaction from wasting your time.
edit on 24-8-2011 by phishyblankwaters because: (no reason given)
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liquidsmoke206
    
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 01:08 PM

 link   

Hmmmm......makes me wonder if there could also be microscopic UFO's. I mean using
stealth gear is one thing, but good luck getting a ship the size of an amoeba on film.

Wildmanimal

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 02:16 PM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
Scramjet76, awesome that you took the time to do that. Very creative of you as well!
Really puts it into
perspective, quite literally. S&F

 new topics
House passes bill to make Washington DC
the 51st state
US Political Madness : 1 hours ago

I'm afraid we won't be able to shut down
even if it gets bad.
Social Issues and Civil Unrest : 1 hours ago

That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish
Aliens and UFOs : 1 hours ago

yaluk

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 02:48 PM

My Helicopter Hologram Idea

 link   

General Chit Chat : 3 hours ago

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago

reply to post by Scramjet76
Looks like ETs have more than one design for their spacecraft/interdimensional craft.

Minneapolis Council members get private
security after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago

Mental Disorders Linked to Alien Abductions and
Political Leaders

Lowneck
  
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 03:03 PM

Sramjet76,

 link   

Health & Wellness : 5 hours ago

The big chill: How Africa is moving to battle
'zombie' appliances
Other Current Events : 5 hours ago

Yeshu ben Pandera the sorcerer

Excellent thread, much appreciate your hard work.
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Several of your giants seem dubious though. No time to give links here, but JAL1628 and
English Channel 2007 may have been giant clouds, Phoenix lights may have been V-shaped
formation of aircraft.
But Yukon, Westendorff and Salta could be the real deal, three of the most impressive
UAPs on record.
Of these Westendorff is my favourite. It has almost everything. Multiple witnesses including all the staff in the Pelotas control tower, sunbathers on a local beach. Brazil Air
Force investigation (conclusion unidentified). National Press coverage - in Portuguese
unfortunately.
Pilot Haroldo Westendorff saw the giant UAP emit an upward beam of intense 'light' and
then follow the same path with fantastic acceleration, but without creating the
turbulence that Westendorff feared.
Following NASA engineer Paul Hill's ideas, the beam could have 'told' air molecules to 'get
out of the way', thus permitting the giant's low-turbulence exit.
Given the multiple witnesses and possible scientific explanation for low turbulence and no
supersonic bang, in the Westendorff case we don't need to consider the options Kandinsky
outlined in his thoughtful post.

iksose7

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 03:32 PM

 link   

As i've said already, great thread mate. Just found a report from Chinese airline pilots on
the 20th of this month saying they witnessed a giant UFO that was so large that it was
seen simultaneously above Shanghai and Beijing! The sighting was also confirmed or seen
by many others. Heres the link
Check it out and see what you think.
Peace

 top topics

dtrock78
  
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 03:37 PM

 link   

One thing I'd like to mention (one of the comments prompted me) concerning the Phoenix
Lights.
That infamous video of the "lights" over Phoenix slowly turning "on" and then "off", forming
the shape of a giant boomerang was NOT what the witnesses saw/reported. This video
was taken several hours after the initial reports started coming in. This "event" was
actually two separate events.

I've never seen so many white liberals held
hostage by the term "racism" in all my LIFE...
Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 26 flags

Why I am voting for Biden.
Political Mud-Pit : 15 hours ago, 25 flags

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise
Political Mud-Pit : 8 hours ago, 25 flags

The giant white, woke, 120lb elephant in the
room
Political Mud-Pit : 7 hours ago, 24 flags

The video, IMO, was a countermeasure taken by the local AF base to negate and discredit
the ACTUAL sightings that were pouring in and jamming the 911 operators' lines. They
were clearly flares disappearing over the ridgeline.

Biden has confirmed, if he is elected he will turn
the USA into China/1944 Germany
Political Issues : 16 hours ago, 21 flags

President Trump Offers to Help Chicago Reduce
Record Violence - Mayor Lightfoot tells him F--You.
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Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 18 flags

_SilentAssassin_

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 04:02 PM

 link   

Minneapolis Council members get private security
after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago, 14 flags

Robot Dolphin

Great job! Kudos to you my friend.

Other Current Events : 8 hours ago, 11 flags

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago, 9 flags

Morg234
 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 04:02 PM

 link   

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago, 9 flags

Great thread. That Flight 1628 occurred on the 17th November 1986. I don't suppose these
close encounter a day later could be of relation:


Location. Jiangxi Region, China Date: November 18 1986 Time: night At a local tree
nursery called "Red Flag" an anonymous forest keeper has lost his way deep within the
nursery and feels attracted by an unknown force, and walks independently of his will.
Arriving at a clearing he is frightened upon seeing a giant "shadow" with a violet light on
the top. It turns out to be a gray metallic sphere. With a smooth whistling sound a sliding
door opens. The witness is then attracted inside by a luminous beam, which comes from
the shadowy area of the sphere. Inside he is confronted by two giant man-like figures,
with large heads, no eyes or ears and wearing what appeared to be very tight-fitting
black skin suits. He hears both aliens speaking among each other in a "twittering" type of
sound. One of them then puts his hand on the witness head and communicates using
telepathy. They inform him that they come from the "SPITA" Constellation. They invite
him to come and see their planet. The alien then removes his hand. The witness then
floats out of the object within the beam of light. When he touches the ground he feels
exhausted. Apparently the witness had other contact experiences after this first
encounter. HC addendum Source: Shi Bo, "L'empire du milieu trouble par les OVNI" in
Denys Breysse Project Becassine Type: G

edit on 24/8/11 by Morg234 because: (no reason given)

smurfy
 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 04:10 PM

 link   

One thing that is puzzling about JAL 1628 (1986) is the apparent involvement of CIA in
trying to cover up the incident, talked about by John Callahan a FAA investigator in this
History channel docu,

www.youtube.com...
He had talked about it before without the mention of CIA, and just the incident itself.
Other information is that the incident went public almost immediately, so why would the
CIA act so belatedly, (it seems they confiscated audio tapes, and video pertaining to the
radar) although Callahan had backup tapes.

 active topics
That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish
Aliens and UFOs • 8 • : ByteChanger
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Could it be that the objects seen are a black programme, especially when the 747 pilot
mentions the rectangular multi exhausts, which have similarity to the 'other' Phoenix
lights as described by witnesses.

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise
Political Mud-Pit • 91 • : Nickn3

Weapon of mass destruction and its myths.
Science & Technology • 78 • : rom12345

My Helicopter Hologram Idea

Erno86

General Chit Chat • 5 • : beyondknowledge

 link   

 
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 04:41 PM

Family of three drown in pool in Jersey...(spoiler:
tied to Clintons/Gates)
ATS Skunk Works • 30 • : midnightstar

According to my own eyewitness account- Some other-worldly flying craft, are not as big
as some are purported to be.
After I saw the speeding white light above the low-lying cloud cover, about the size, in my
estimation, of one mega jumbo jet long. One minute later, if it was the same starship, a
giant size fiery red-orange balled foofighter, with no fiery tail, slowly descended in a
perpendicular path to the Earth's surface just beyond a mountain range about a mile in
front of us. It lit up the whole Eastern night sky and the mountain valley in front of us,
before it disappeared just beyond the mountain range.
The foofighter was about the size of my fist with my arm extended - Estimate the size of
about 1,000 feet in diameter.
In conclusion- If was the same starship I saw, but witnessed two different color phases of
the same flying craft- That according to my estimation- two vastly different sizes of the
ship. This leads me to believe that a starship- In one of its lighted color phases, would be
the same size structurally, but would look visually different in size during the color
phases; according to the size of the computer controlled magnetic shield that contains the
lighted fusion plasma.

DejayOhms

 link   


posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 05:08 PM

Scramjet76 really good thread, thanks a lot was really good read, keep the good work up

rigel4

 link   


posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 05:22 PM


Originally posted by Gwampo
reply to post by Kandinsky

let me guess, you're one of those people who thinks
edit on 24-8-2011 by Gwampo because: (no reason given)

I'm one of the bug people too.... No Not Mothman
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this is a bug, right?

I am a skinhead....
Rant • 28 • : projectvxn

Activists & Journalists Say The Star
Spangled Banner Should No Longer Be The
National Anthem
Political Mud-Pit • 63 • : AugustusMasonicus

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 5099 • : Creep Thumper

US has a SERIOUS PROBLEM says Fauci
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US Political Madness • 15 • : AugustusMasonicus
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SonoftheSun

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 05:30 PM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
Scramjet76,
What an EXCELLENT post !!!!! S&F !!!
And some cases I hadn't heard about ! Big Big Thumbs up !!

And I hope you get the Applauses you so deserve for this ! Creative, instructive,
different...
Bravo !

np6888

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 06:07 PM

 link   

reply to post by network dude
Not just the same size. They don't have to be anything that we're made of. In principle,
there's no difference between carbon-based and silicon-based lifeforms. This video
explains it best I think:

www.youtube.com...
Life is merely the tendency of atoms to come together, because when they come
together, they go from being "intangible"(as in something that we cannot see, i.e an
atom) and separated to something more tangible(like water), and keep becoming more
complex, like water mixing with other substances to become blood, and so on.

summer5

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 06:13 PM
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reply to post by Scramjet76
WOW - AWESOME!
Star and flag for you!
Just amazing information!

outerspace

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 06:27 PM

 link   

I really injoyed the thread thanks for taking the time to put it all together

C21H30O2I

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 06:29 PM

 link   

Great post. Thanks for sharing, Star and Flag for the effort put forth.
Gives a great perspective in size Differentiation.

Skate

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 06:36 PM

 link   


Originally posted by chanel
If I could give you 50 Flags for that thread, I would. Excellent job! Thank you for putting
that all together. The way that you scaled it made me really able to visualize these
famous sightings. SandF!!

What my homie said^^^!!!!

douggie60

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 07:28 PM

 link   


Originally posted by philware
reply to post by Scramjet76

i swear that is the object that my family and i saw in daylight on 28th april 2011 at12.15
to12.50
check my thread titled ufo over a55 chester to rhyl on 28th april 2011
OMG THANKS OP
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now i know others have seen the same as us
you dont knowe what this means to us all
from the wares
ps
please could anyone add that cigar shaped ufo with windows seen over salta argentina
2009 to my original thread
i would appretiate it more than words could say
again thanks
edit on 24-8-2011 by philware because: (no reason given)
edit on 24-8-2011 by philware because: (no reason given)

edit on 24-8-2011 by douggie60 because: didn't put in my responce.
edit on 24-8-2011 by douggie60 because: (no reason given)

Scramjet76
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 07:29 PM

 link   

Hey thanks everyone! Also extra thanks to alfa1 for his ks illustration.
Seriously thanks for posting on my thread and getting it to #1 today --front page!! I have
starred every single post on this thread to show my appreciation.

edit on 24-8-2011 by Scramjet76 because: cuz!
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pillock

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 07:38 PM

 link   

Thank you for this great post. seeing these things in scale is mind blowing

seeker1977

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 07:45 PM

 link   

Love the Thread, nice to see the comparisons and put these accounts into perspective.

 new topics

I saw another comment among someone's post here that I found interesting below as they
were talking about eye witness accounts.

House passes bill to make Washington DC
the 51st state

"The lack of real evidence says something to me."

I'm afraid we won't be able to shut down
even if it gets bad.

I think someone needs to inform our legal system that eye witness accounts are not "real"
evidence. If that is the case then there are many people in jail that need to be let out.
Somehow an eye witness account is the gold standard for witnesses in our legal system.
Yes these accounts are generally supported by other enidence, although when there are
multiple eye witness accounts no other evidence is required to convict someone.
Amazing how so many people can report exactly what they saw, yet when it upsets
someone's idea of normal or their idea of what they believe the world to be like people
reporting this kind of thing are automatically labelled crazy, gullible or ignorant. Even
more amazing is how so many people that come here can agree on how much the
government lies to them but when the government offers up some conventional
explanation about a sighting (by someone that didn't even witness the same event) it is
generally accepted as fact by most people. That seems to apply even when the story
changes several times.
edit on 24-8-2011 by seeker1977 because: typo

US Political Madness : 1 hours ago

Social Issues and Civil Unrest : 1 hours ago

That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish
Aliens and UFOs : 1 hours ago

My Helicopter Hologram Idea
General Chit Chat : 3 hours ago

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago

Minneapolis Council members get private
security after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago

Mental Disorders Linked to Alien Abductions and
Political Leaders
Health & Wellness : 5 hours ago

The big chill: How Africa is moving to battle
'zombie' appliances
Other Current Events : 5 hours ago

lordpiney

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 07:52 PM

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread744302/pg4[27/06/2020 21:37:53]

 link   

Yeshu ben Pandera the sorcerer
Conspiracies in Religions : 6 hours ago
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reply to post by Scramjet76
awesome job on everything. i saw a gigantic boomerang shaped ufo in 1985. each "wing"
was bigger than a football field. it was the largest thing Ive ever seen in the air.

StarBucksLover

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 08:06 PM

 link   

pretty incredible if you ask me

Scramjet76
  
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 08:11 PM

 link   

reply to post by seeker1977
That is a very interesting thought. If a policeman testifies that "he saw a guy with a gun
chasing another guy across a street and they both disappeared into the woods," that can
be used to help convict someone. And you might get a conviction with 2 other cops
confirming his testimony. Justice served! But if the policemen had said they witnesses a
large cigar shaped polished metal looking object hovering 300 ft in the sky, then suddenly
they are found to be unreliable...? Would be like the jurors disputing the testimony of the
police seeing "a guy with a gun"... instead saying he mistook that for "dogs playing in the
street." You know its like WTF

kurthall

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 08:30 PM

 link   

Great thread and really kinda scary when you think about it WOW something that large???
Its funny but those who would like to misslead us would just say it was just a
flare...LOL...No way sorry...thank you for this.

I've never seen so many white liberals held
hostage by the term "racism" in all my LIFE...

ziggyproductions05
  
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 08:35 PM

 top topics
Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 26 flags

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76

Why I am voting for Biden.
Political Mud-Pit : 15 hours ago, 25 flags

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise
Political Mud-Pit : 8 hours ago, 25 flags

Awesome job with this thread. S&F - Good to see such an effort by members of the forum.

The giant white, woke, 120lb elephant in the
room
Political Mud-Pit : 7 hours ago, 24 flags

In my opinion, many of these crafts could possibly be interdimensional and moving at a
higher frequency. Crafts this size may seem absurd to some people, thinking an alien race
must use our laws of physics when visiting our planet isnt necessary if they can use a type
of force field. Although we may not understand how these objects do these things, its no
reason to immediately dismiss.
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Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 18 flags

Minneapolis Council members get private security
after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago, 14 flags

Scramjet76
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 08:37 PM

 link   

Robot Dolphin
Other Current Events : 8 hours ago, 11 flags

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia

reply to post by Charizard

Political Issues : 4 hours ago, 9 flags

Thanks. I have the book Night Siege by Hynek right in front of me. Judging by all the data
I would guess it could be one of those cresent shaped boomerangs. see: "2010: Huge UFOs
over Louisiana" in OP. Or a smaller variation of it. All of the "trained observers" (eg. Pilots,
Cops, Engineers, Scientists, Doctors) agreed the object was "bigger than a football field."

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago, 9 flags

edit on 24-8-2011 by Scramjet76 because: (no reason given)

Scramjet76
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 08:39 PM

 link   

reply to post by lordpiney
Have you ever reported it?
2nd Line.

hoghead cheese
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 09:28 PM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
Good god, thank you can't wait to read it more.

shamdaddy
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:00 PM

 link   

Thanks for that, excellent post.
When you hear 1 mile long ufo you think its huge, but with something as a reference I'm
scared and in awe of what could be out there.

 active topics

FutureThinker
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:15 PM

 link   

That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish
Aliens and UFOs • 8 • : ByteChanger
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The political mentality of ATS and its
demise

Thanks Scramjet76

Political Mud-Pit • 91 • : Nickn3

This kind of creative thinking is what we need more of here, awesome!.

Weapon of mass destruction and its myths.

I would like to have seen some of those objects myself, I keep looking up here in LA Calif.,
but no luck yet.

Science & Technology • 78 • : rom12345

My Helicopter Hologram Idea
General Chit Chat • 5 • : beyondknowledge

Family of three drown in pool in Jersey...(spoiler:
tied to Clintons/Gates)

Peace

ATS Skunk Works • 30 • : midnightstar

I am a skinhead....
Rant • 28 • : projectvxn

Activists & Journalists Say The Star
Spangled Banner Should No Longer Be The
National Anthem
Political Mud-Pit • 63 • : AugustusMasonicus

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 5099 • : Creep Thumper

US has a SERIOUS PROBLEM says Fauci
Diseases and Pandemics • 59 • : rom12345

House passes bill to make Washington DC the 51st
state
US Political Madness • 15 • : AugustusMasonicus

Alternet
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:43 PM

 link   

Not sure if this has been posted on ATS yet but we just had a giant UFO sighting here in
China. Seen from Shanghai+Beijing it reminds me of the orbs in all the STS videos
(especially the tether incident) due to its transparency/luminous nature.
You can find some images and a report here

shanghaiist.com...
"A purported pilot on China Southern Airlines flight CZ6554 that flies the ShanghaiChangchun route weibbed an eyewitness account at 11:19pm on Saturday night:
On the evening of the 20th at 9pm, on flight number 6554 in the Shanghai area, I
discovered at an altitude of 10,700 meters an enormous spherical glowing heavenly body,
that grew in size from small to large. Going by rules of geometry, it was larger than the
moon by several hundred times, with an estimated diameter of over 50 nautical miles. It
faded away after 20 minutes, and was extremely shocking, with dozens of flight crews
also reporting to Shanghai!
Not to be outdone, Eastday reports that Beijing residents, though skeptical, claim to have
seen a spherical entity above their own skies on Saturday evening:
"The white round bubble appears in the sky and then expanded quickly, until it
disappeared five minutes later," said Yu Jun, a former editor of a scientific magazine and
amateur astronomer who took pictures of the object.
"I believe the glowing bubble is not just a natural astronomical phenomenon, but is a
phenomenon occurring around Earth, perhaps in the upper atmosphere, caused by the
launching of rockets or satellites," said Yu."
Lots of witnesses, reported all over mainstream Chinese media, pilot eye witness
accounts, etc.
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edit on 24-8-2011 by Alternet because: context

threestepsmr

 link   

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 10:55 PM

wow... that put it in such great prospective

the Phoenix lights look so small on

the video but when you see it laid out next to a football field or an island.....wow

lordpiney
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 11:04 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Scramjet76
reply to post by lordpiney

Have you ever reported it?
2nd Line.

no i haven't. i have thought about reporting it a few times throughout the years, but i
never did. it was the most impressive thing ive ever seen in the sky in my 46 years on this
world.

imeddieone4202003
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 11:04 PM

 link   

Excellent thread that brings attention to a topic that may be hard to digest. People are
seeing flying craft that are a mile wide and often described in size how many football
stadiums it relates to. One eye witness pilot even said i could have landed my 747 on it!

SurfSpace

posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 11:13 PM

 link   

Thank you very much for your work done here. It certainly puts things in perspective. The
different craft are interesting and would lend one to believe that there are several
species of extra-terrestrial out there. Perhaps over time as more become identified we
can also put together known statements from witnesses and video/photo evidence as to
which species go with which type of craft. As well as speculation as to which star system
they may come from.
I do believe that we are not alone in the universe and some ET's may be benevolent and
some may be malevolent. I think it is very important to find this information out if at all
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possible. If we have been in contact, and most likely someone on this planet is in the
know. After all if we are being studied then that information would be out there
somewhere in the possesion of someone or many someones. Lets see what we can bring
out in the open labeling both fact and speculation accordingly. I would sure like to know
more as well as many others what exactly is the truth behind the phenomena.

Observor
posted on Aug, 24 2011 @ 11:24 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Scramjet76
reply to

post by seeker1977

That is a very interesting thought. If a policeman testifies that "he saw a guy with a gun
chasing another guy across a street and they both disappeared into the woods," that can
be used to help convict someone. And you might get a conviction with 2 other cops
confirming his testimony. Justice served! But if the policemen had said they witnesses a
large cigar shaped polished metal looking object hovering 300 ft in the sky, then
suddenly they are found to be unreliable...? Would be like the jurors disputing the
testimony of the police seeing "a guy with a gun"... instead saying he mistook that for
"dogs playing in the street." You know its like WTF

Suppose the cop testifies that he saw a man with a gun vanish into thin air while he was
watching, it would be interesting to see how many jurors will find him a credible witness.
Eyewitness testimony is considered reliable only as long as it doesn't introduce hither to
unknown/unproven phenomena to be taken at their face value.
It would be extremely interesting to see someone bringing up an alien-abduction or some
similar thing, backed by "credible eyewitnesses" to prove his innocence in a criminal case
in a court of law

DeadSeraph
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 02:41 AM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
Very cool, thanks for posting!
The NWT case is one that has always intrigued me due to the number of witnesses. Can't
really argue with airline pilots either.

apollo20fan
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 04:30 AM
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It would be extremely interesting to see someone bringing up an alien-abduction or some
similar thing, backed by "credible eyewitnesses" to prove his innocence in a criminal case
in a court of law

Ok so let's stick to Facts...
Canis majoris is just a star, but 2600 times our sun in diameter.
95% of universe is "dark matter",
mankind reproducet anti-hydrogen , simplest element of an "anti-matter mendeleev table"
(?)
Then I would rationally expect:
Dark matter made visitors
Anti matter made visitors
Microscopic visitors
Macroscopic visitors
and these are guys who are possible in our universe.

Wans some hypothesis instead ?
Our universe , as i see it , is a very efficient machine
that transforms its possible states into yes and no.
Also it could be other universes, in such case we would also get :
trans dimensional visitors
time travelers visitors
immanent visitors (non subject to time at all)
Just some Non linear thinking... anyone enjoyed ?
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MainLineThis
posted on Sep, 29 2011 @ 11:33 AM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76


1) UFOs/Aliens which I happen to know aren't a conspiracy. It's the real deal and I know
the universe is teeming with life.

Sure buddy, whatever you say. I hate it when people ignorantly spout statements like the
one above, it makes us all look foolish and appear as if we don't know anything about
logic, reason and common sense. But then again, Ufology and this board would not even
exist if logic, reason and common sense was the order of the day anyway. So...ah.....carry
on I guess, lol.....
If you had a head on your shoulders, and don't want to get thrown in with the ignorant tinfoil hat blind believers crowd, you should have made your statement read something like
this: "UFO/Aliens I believe are real and not some imaginary conspiracy. I also firmly
believe the universe is teaming with life. Time will tell if my beliefs can be proven, but
until then, very much like a religious person who doesn't require stupid little things that
get in the way (like facts), until then I will hold firmly to my gun and my bible...er...I
mean my internet connection and my belief in little green men."

 new topics
House passes bill to make Washington DC
the 51st state
US Political Madness : 1 hours ago

I'm afraid we won't be able to shut down
even if it gets bad.
Social Issues and Civil Unrest : 1 hours ago

That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish
Aliens and UFOs : 1 hours ago

My Helicopter Hologram Idea

I believe my wording more accurately portrays what you meant to say.

General Chit Chat : 3 hours ago

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago

Minneapolis Council members get private
security after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago

Weird One From France Jun 20 20

karl 12
posted on Dec, 9 2011 @ 04:04 AM

 link   

Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago

Mental Disorders Linked to Alien Abductions and
Political Leaders
Health & Wellness : 5 hours ago


Originally posted by Scramjet76
reply to post by karl 12

Here is another outstanding report of a huge one in the Northern Yukon territory.
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The big chill: How Africa is moving to battle
'zombie' appliances
Other Current Events : 5 hours ago

Yeshu ben Pandera the sorcerer
Conspiracies in Religions : 6 hours ago
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Scramjet, that realy is one fascinating case mate, StevesResearch also made a great post
here on the thread regarding a series of very strange reports from over Canadian lakes in
1996
- as for 'giant' UFOs, there's an interesting account below from Puerto Rico in
1988 involving an unknown triangular object and the disappearance of two Navy F-14
Tomcat fighters - according to some reports the object was said to be 'a mile wide'.


Puerto Rico, 1988.

UFOs in Puerto Rico
Watch later

Share


MUFON Report:
December 28, 1988, 7:45 p.m. Area of the towns of Lajes and Cabo Rojo in the
western end of Puerto Rico.
(see January 1990 issue of the MUFON UFO Journal for details).
Numerous residents of the area reported seeing jet fighters flying through the
area, starting at 6 p.m. A week earlier, some people had seen jet fighters chase a
small UFO over the Sierra Bermeja mountain ridge and Laguna Cartagena (a
lagoon), sites where a number of UFO sightings had been reported since 1987.
At 7:45 this evening, residents saw a large triangular UFO flying over the Sierra
Bermeja.
It seemed to have some kind of extended appendage on its frontal
section with many brilliant colored lights constantly blinking on and
off.
It was slightly curved at its rear end, had a gray metallic structure and
had a large central yellow light that was being emitted from a big
bulging luminous circular concave appendage.
At the triangle's right "wing tip" were brilliant yellow lights and on the
left were red lights.

 top topics
I've never seen so many white liberals held
hostage by the term "racism" in all my LIFE...
Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 26 flags

Why I am voting for Biden.
Political Mud-Pit : 15 hours ago, 25 flags

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise
Political Mud-Pit : 8 hours ago, 25 flags

The giant white, woke, 120lb elephant in the
room
Political Mud-Pit : 7 hours ago, 24 flags

As the people watched, two jet fighters tried to intercept the object.

Biden has confirmed, if he is elected he will turn
the USA into China/1944 Germany

They passed in front of it, at which time the UFO veered to the left and

Political Issues : 16 hours ago, 21 flags

made a turn back, reducing its speed. The jets tried to intercept it
three times, and that's when the UFO decreased its speed, almost
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stopping in mid-air.

Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 18 flags

One jet stationed itself near the UFO's right side and the other at its

Minneapolis Council members get private security
after threats

rear. Suddenly, the jet in back just disappeared on top of or inside the
UFO. One witness who was watching with binoculars said he never saw

US Political Madness : 4 hours ago, 14 flags

the jet emerge from beyond the UFO.

Robot Dolphin

The second jet remained very close to the right side of the object, looking very

Other Current Events : 8 hours ago, 11 flags

small in comparison. As the UFO flew a little to the west, the second jet also

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia

disappeared, apparently inside the UFO, and its engine noise stopped.
The object then began descending and came down very close to the ground over a

Political Issues : 4 hours ago, 9 flags

small pond known as Saman Lake. It stood still in mid-air for a moment, then

Weird One From France Jun 20 20

straightened its corners and gave off a brilliant flash of yellow light from the

Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago, 9 flags

central ball of light, like an explosion, but without making any noise.
It then divided into two different and distinct triangular sections. The triangle to
the right was illuminated in yellow and the other in red.
Then both shot away at great speed, one to the southeast, and the other to the
northwest. Red sparks could be seen falling when the object divided itself.
A retired Army veteran living in the area said that at 8:20 p.m., a bunch of black
helicopters arrived and flew over the Sierra Bermeja and the Laguna Cartagena
areas without lights until midnight and appeared to be searching for something.
UFO researcher Jorgé Martin checked with all Puerto Rican and U.S. Government
agencies that might have knowledge of the incident but all denied knowing
anything about what happened. Martin said that a week later a U.S. Naval officer
whom he could not identify confirmed all that had happened and said radar tapes
had been sent to Washington, D.C. and that a lid of secrecy had been placed on the
whole affair.

Link

Thread

Cheers.

Scramjet76
posted on Dec, 23 2011 @ 02:57 PM

 link   

reply to post by MainLineThis


Sure buddy, whatever you say. I hate it when people ignorantly spout statements like the
one above, it makes us all look foolish

Yes I know. We will all feel ignorant if we ever realize the universe is teeming with life
and many creatures/civilizations have access to higher energies just because they
followed a few basic rules (10 commandments) of working in harmony.
Then I think everyone would have an epiphany and slap themselves in the face. Then they
will see that our little market and military structure on our planet is only so the few can
dominate the many. Other folks in the universe actually work together and they have
been rewarded for that. Then mankind will change but that change could come as a
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That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish
Aliens and UFOs • 8 • : ByteChanger
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collective shock which plunges our civilization into temporary chaos. Shades of 2012....

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise

oops did the cat just peak his head out of the bag. Sorry.

Political Mud-Pit • 91 • : Nickn3

Weapon of mass destruction and its myths.

Hope you enjoy the spaceship scaling.

Science & Technology • 78 • : rom12345

My Helicopter Hologram Idea
General Chit Chat • 5 • : beyondknowledge

Family of three drown in pool in Jersey...(spoiler:
tied to Clintons/Gates)

Scramjet76
posted on Dec, 23 2011 @ 03:08 PM

 link   

ATS Skunk Works • 30 • : midnightstar

I am a skinhead....
Rant • 28 • : projectvxn

reply to post by karl 12

Activists & Journalists Say The Star
Spangled Banner Should No Longer Be The
National Anthem

Ah thanks for the link. I have not heard of all of those cases, but I have noticed before
that UFOs seem to be really active in the Yukon area.

Political Mud-Pit • 63 • : AugustusMasonicus

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 5099 • : Creep Thumper

US has a SERIOUS PROBLEM says Fauci

-Blackoutposted on Dec, 23 2011 @ 08:53 PM



Diseases and Pandemics • 59 • : rom12345
link

   

US Political Madness • 15 • : AugustusMasonicus

I love stories about giant UFOs. Its one of my favorite aspects of Ufology.
There are two cases that come to mind.....but for the life of me I cannot recall the actual
cases.....maybe someone here can help me out...
One of them was a Japanese Pilot headed to I *think* the North Pole or Antarctica? When
up ahead he saw what he described a city on the Ocean. And it rose up and flew around
his plane a few times and even followed him. This craft was so big that it almost caused
complete red out on the radar systems and at one point, they said that they thought the
radar equipment was malfunctioning.
The other was on a Submarine. They were top side and they were getting weird radar
returns and when they opened the hatch, they saw lights and the underbelly of some giant
craft for as far as the eyes could see. This thing was no higher then maybe 50 feet above
them.
Anyone have any ideas what these two cases are? I'd appreciate it. Ive read about
them....somewhere....

admiralmary
posted on Dec, 25 2011 @ 12:38 PM

 link   

want to take this opportunity to wish everyone a merry xmas

AK907ICECOLD
posted on Dec, 25 2011 @ 01:10 PM

I am astounded at this thread, Awesome!!!
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 link   
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Yes, S&F for you my friend.
I live in Alaska, and if I was to see anything as big as the the pilot saw on the JAL Flight, I
would be in shock and awe. Also, why would a highly re-guarded pilot risk his employment
and retirement/pension to tell his story. even the Tower at TS International Airport say
that they saw it on radar, then completely dismiss all allegations to this so-called UFO. I
believe he was fired upon return to his country, hmmm, sounds completely rational right?
BS!! I hardly believe for a second that the pilot would risk all to tell the truth. Octems
Razor, with all things created equal, the simplest answer tends to be the correct one.
Much love, and great post!

AK907ICECOLD
posted on Dec, 25 2011 @ 01:12 PM

 link   

reply to post by -BlackoutAlaska, Japan flight to Anchorage, AK. Its was reported and seen on Radar at the Ted
Stevens Airport Tower,

ManInAsia
posted on Apr, 11 2013 @ 11:29 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Scramjet76
reply to post by Charizard

Thanks. I have the book Night Siege by Hynek right in front of me. Judging by all the data
I would guess it could be one of those cresent shaped boomerangs. see: "2010: Huge
UFOs over Louisiana" in OP. Or a smaller variation of it. All of the "trained observers" (eg.
Pilots, Cops, Engineers, Scientists, Doctors) agreed the object was "bigger than a football
field."
edit on 24-8-2011 by Scramjet76 because: (no reason given)

That book was NOT written by Alan Hynek. What actually happened is Hynek died before
the book was published. The real author of the book then appended Hynek's name to it
after his death to give it more of an air of credibility.
I ask people to think about how they would feel about their name being placed on
something that they did not get a chance to review or take a decision or make a
statement on.
That author has since been discredited.

kevinrandle.blogspot.tw...
edit on 11-4-2013 by ManInAsia because: (no reason given)
edit on 11-4-2013 by ManInAsia because: (no reason given)
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ManInAsia

 link   

posted on Apr, 11 2013 @ 11:41 PM


Originally posted by spikey
reply to

post by Kandinsky

It's not Sci-Fi speculation.
Look up 'Metamaterials', and light bending/cloaking device. Although cloaking technology
WAS Sci-Fi a little while ago, it isn't any longer.
And if humans can figure this stuff out in a few decades at our levels of know how and
technology, it's a pretty safe bet ET (for want of a better moniker) have moved much
further along the 'materials sciences' route than us...they have certainly moved beyond
our present and rather limited comprehension of Physics and alternative energy sources
/ propulsion systems, as evidenced by radar tapes, and qualified sightings from
professionals highlighted in this thread, who are trained to be familiar with Terrestrial
craft and phenomena.
A good source of information on this subject, which features many of the cases
mentioned in the OP, and features many high profile and professional folk giving
testimony and relaying their encounters and experiences with these craft, is a
documentary called 'I know what i saw (2009)'...google it, it's on YT in multipart format.
Much of what we think of as 'Sci-Fi' today, will be commonplace tomorrow.

This very true Much ( but not all..) of what we think of Sci-Fi today, will be commonplace
tomorrow.
This is all old hat (even though I agree metamaterials are a great advance and a more
practical solution), all you would have to do is ask Roger Bacon (born 1214) or Newton,
two scientists who many hundreds of years ago examined refraction and optics using
water and prisms. They noticed that light would bend at different angles when passing
through various substances.
And if you can bend light, then what you see is not what you get

.

Interestingly, if you asked people these days what is refraction would even more than 50%
know what you are talking about?
edit on 11-4-2013 by ManInAsia because: (no reason given)

MyAlias
posted on Apr, 15 2013 @ 02:42 AM
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 link   
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reply to post by Scramjet76
I saw a glowing white disc the size of a football field or stadium possibly. Not quite as
huge as those, but hey.
It did move at 2000+mph after being still for nearly a minute over east Amarillo in around
2008.

Komodo

posted on Jun, 14 2013 @ 07:18 PM

 link   

wanted to....
bump this a bit more due to some of the UFO threads flying around ..
you know .. just something to think about

kkrattiger
posted on Jul, 18 2013 @ 12:56 PM

 link   

Yes, this thread should be re-visited, it's a good one!

donktheclown
posted on Nov, 25 2013 @ 02:10 PM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
Wow,
intergalactic / inter-dimensional cruise liners....Nice job, thanks.

mikefortson
posted on Nov, 25 2013 @ 02:53 PM
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 link   
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I witnessed what described during the sighting as indeed a mile long. The Phoenix Lights
title is not accurate. The Massive UFO Flyover of Arizona, March 13, 1997, is by far more
accurate. There are thousands of 8 o'clock witnesses to this massive craft.
The Phoenix Lights documentary did well in describing the size of the craft. I was in the
documentary.

mikefortson

 link   

posted on Nov, 25 2013 @ 03:06 PM

reply to post by threestepsmr
Those videos you are speaking of are flares. An intentional, diversionary flare drop around
10 pm. 6 videos total. There are no videos of the mile long craft from the 8 o'clock hour.
There is 1 video said to be from 8 o'clock hour, but was not time or date stamped.

flamengo

 link   

posted on Jul, 12 2016 @ 04:54 AM

Wow, what an incredible thread to read.

So much material here. Amazing, thanks!!

Dentz
posted on Jul, 13 2016 @ 05:17 PM

 link   

Hello,
This is my first post on this website. I come here because me and my girlfriend where
sitting on my balcony and we just saw a big round "someting" in the sky. It was bigger than
you would expect a UFO. It was about 5 times the size as a normal moon in the
Netherlands. It was transparant apart from the circle of strangly bright light at night. Also
it dissapears and returns during about 30min. And it's location was around the coast/sea.
What should we make of this sighting?
edit on 13-7-2016 by Dentz because: (no reason given)
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galah85
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 06:10 AM

 link   

A picture is always worth a thousand words, especially with reference to the size of an
object. With Ufos on this scale you think that it would be more well publicized and
noticed but with the priority of the media being the way it is you wouldn't know. Sightings
of Ufos and global events such as earthquakes seem to be ramping up at the moment and
pointing towards a time in the near future of some form of revelation, could be just hype
spreading like a fever but only time will tell. Awesome thread though, mind blowing when
things are put into scale

 new topics
spikey

posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 06:40 AM

 link   

House passes bill to make Washington DC
the 51st state
US Political Madness : 1 hours ago

I'm afraid we won't be able to shut down
even if it gets bad.

reply to post by Scramjet76

Social Issues and Civil Unrest : 1 hours ago

That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish

Good thread mate.

Aliens and UFOs : 1 hours ago

Don't forget the largest of them all...the 'ringmakers' of Saturn are on photograph and are
estimated to be 1000's of miles in size.
Then there are the planet sized (or planetoid sized) spheres being photographed close to
our sun...they could be as large as a small planet or large moon. (sounds a bit Star Wars,
but you get the idea)

My Helicopter Hologram Idea
General Chit Chat : 3 hours ago

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago

Minneapolis Council members get private
security after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago

Cheers

Weird One From France Jun 20 20

edit on 25/8/2011 by spikey because: added info

Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago

Mental Disorders Linked to Alien Abductions and
Political Leaders
Health & Wellness : 5 hours ago

spikey
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 06:44 AM

 link   

The big chill: How Africa is moving to battle
'zombie' appliances
Other Current Events : 5 hours ago

Yeshu ben Pandera the sorcerer
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Originally posted by galah85
A picture is always worth a thousand words, especially with reference to the size of an
object. With Ufos on this scale you think that it would be more well publicized and
noticed but with the priority of the media being the way it is you wouldn't know.
Sightings of Ufos and global events such as earthquakes seem to be ramping up at the
moment and pointing towards a time in the near future of some form of revelation, could
be just hype spreading like a fever but only time will tell. Awesome thread though, mind
blowing when things are put into scale

Did you have to use the phrase 'of some form of revelation'
You'll bother the sheep / flock with biblical talk and then they'll have to spend their day
crossing themselves every five minutes, and production will be way down.

tawewe
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 06:53 AM

 link   

Awesome thread. Some people have some wicked imaginations....
S&F

Beamish

posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 07:08 AM

 link   

reply to post by spikey
If we're comparing size of theoretical alien technology...even though it's slightly off-topic;
what about the possible candidates for Dyson Spheres?

Using the Low Resolution Spectrometer yielded 17 ambiguous candidates of
which four were slightly amusing but still ambiguous and questionable. The
largest one sun bolometric distance in the 17 source sample is 118 pc. The
11000 source Calgary sample extended down to 1-2 Jy which would have given
a maximum bolometric distance of 300 pc for LRS sources. This region
includes something like a million stars.

 top topics
I've never seen so many white liberals held
hostage by the term "racism" in all my LIFE...
Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 26 flags

Why I am voting for Biden.
Political Mud-Pit : 15 hours ago, 25 flags

home.fnal.gov...
Don't know what a Dyson sphere is?

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise
Political Mud-Pit : 8 hours ago, 25 flags

The giant white, woke, 120lb elephant in the
room


A Dyson sphere is a hypothetical megastructure originally described by
Freeman Dyson. Such a "sphere" would be a system of orbiting solar power
satellites meant to completely encompass a star and capture most or all of its
energy output.
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Political Mud-Pit : 7 hours ago, 24 flags

Biden has confirmed, if he is elected he will turn
the USA into China/1944 Germany
Political Issues : 16 hours ago, 21 flags

President Trump Offers to Help Chicago Reduce
Record Violence - Mayor Lightfoot tells him F--You.
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Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 18 flags

Wiki link

Minneapolis Council members get private security
after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago, 14 flags

Now that's big.

Robot Dolphin
Other Current Events : 8 hours ago, 11 flags

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia

ProphetOfZeal
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 07:47 AM

 link   

Political Issues : 4 hours ago, 9 flags

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago, 9 flags


Originally posted by MainLineThis
reply to

post by Gwampo

Anyone who considers that idiotic webcam video of a bug to be some alien piloted craft,
or a physical UFO needs their head examined. Plain and simple.
I looked, and I couldn't find the police and insurance reports of the THOUSANDS of
windows that would have been broken by such an aerial maneuver....odd. And let's
forget the thousand other common sense reasons why this video isn't what your deepest
desires and religious like belief system make it out to be....but lets just ignore
everything and jump to the least likely conclusion.....wait...stop....look over there!!! It's
an image of the virgin mary in that tree bark....lol. But if I turn my brain off, and put on
my tin foil hat, sure I guess this could be a real honest to goodness UFO worthy of
terrifying those evil skeptics.....lol.
Please, sir you are not only insulting us but you are embarrassing yourself.

Get real bro. I feel bad for your I.Q if you think it's a bug.
Your statement alone of "reports of thousands of windows would have been broken".
hahaha.. Wtf are you talking about man? This is not at all true, just like your claim of
"thousand other common sense reasons". Yeah sure.. You can just tell from your post how
much animosity you have towards the UFO subject and how much passion you probably
have disproving, any chance you get.

Scramjet76
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 08:53 AM

 link   

Who knew giant alien ships would be so popular. Inspires the imagination and puts things
into perspective huh?

Is an encore in the works??
Shhhh.....

BillyBoBBizWorth
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General Chit Chat • 6 • : Mandroid7
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posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 09:07 AM

 link   

That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish
Aliens and UFOs • 8 • : ByteChanger

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise

Interesting information,thanks OP.

Political Mud-Pit • 91 • : Nickn3

Was hoping there would be real photo's of these craft or alleged craft to compare to as
well.

Weapon of mass destruction and its myths.
Science & Technology • 78 • : rom12345

Family of three drown in pool in Jersey...(spoiler:
tied to Clintons/Gates)
ATS Skunk Works • 30 • : midnightstar

WhatAliens
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 09:59 AM

I am a skinhead....

 link   

Rant • 28 • : projectvxn

Activists & Journalists Say The Star
Spangled Banner Should No Longer Be The
National Anthem

wow....zzzzzzzzzzzz

Political Mud-Pit • 63 • : AugustusMasonicus

You started with the JAL flight, which has been fully explained.

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3N-

You ended with the Pheonix lights, which were fully explained.

Political Conspiracies • 5099 • : Creep Thumper

The only thing the OP exposed was his own gullability and willingness to through away all
logic and intelligence.

US has a SERIOUS PROBLEM says Fauci
Diseases and Pandemics • 59 • : rom12345

House passes bill to make Washington DC the 51st
state
US Political Madness • 15 • : AugustusMasonicus

Tsurugi
 
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 11:18 AM

 link   

reply to post by WhatAliens
Wow.
What about the six incidents between those two "fully explained" ones? Were they fully
explained? Or do the "full explanations" of the first and last somehow just "sandwich"
those out of existence?

spikey
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 01:18 PM

 link   

reply to post by Kandinsky


Another sci-fi speculation is that the objects are real and that size. In this scenario,
maybe they can only be seen from one perspective and aren't really in the same space as
us? Like walking past an open garage; you need to be in the right place to see what's
parked up in there.

It's not Sci-Fi speculation.
Look up 'Metamaterials', and light bending/cloaking device. Although cloaking technology
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WAS Sci-Fi a little while ago, it isn't any longer.
And if humans can figure this stuff out in a few decades at our levels of know how and
technology, it's a pretty safe bet ET (for want of a better moniker) have moved much
further along the 'materials sciences' route than us...they have certainly moved beyond
our present and rather limited comprehension of Physics and alternative energy sources /
propulsion systems, as evidenced by radar tapes, and qualified sightings from
professionals highlighted in this thread, who are trained to be familiar with Terrestrial
craft and phenomena.
A good source of information on this subject, which features many of the cases mentioned
in the OP, and features many high profile and professional folk giving testimony and
relaying their encounters and experiences with these craft, is a documentary called 'I
know what i saw (2009)'...google it, it's on YT in multipart format.
Much of what we think of as 'Sci-Fi' today, will be commonplace tomorrow.

spikey

posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 01:27 PM

 link   

reply to post by WhatAliens


The only thing the OP exposed was his own gullability and willingness to through away all
logic and intelligence.

Pretty rude comment, if i may say?
Especially as you yourself cannot spell 'gullibility' or 'throw'. (you see, highlighting our
shortcomings benefits only those that seek to derail a thread, and doesn't get us anywhere
productive..)
Why not explain how these famous cases you claim have been explained, were and by
whom?

edit on 25/8/2011 by spikey because: (no reason given)
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spikey
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 02:12 PM

 link   


Originally posted by Beamish
reply to

post by Scramjet76

Nice take on the whole subject, and indirectly, an interesting look at our attitude
towards anomalous - possibly mechanical (in our sense of the word) - flying objects.
It does seem almost ludicrous that these UFOs are real, nuts and bolts "ships". Taking the
line that they are solid objects, their size, in comparison to our own level of technology,
is impossible. But then again, how do we gauge the achievements of a species (or
civilisation) we know nothing about?
Consider someone from the fourteenth century seeing an Airbus A380 in flight. Wouldn't
that seem contrary to everything you knew about science and physics at the time?
And to speculate: What if they - the "pilots" of these behemoths - are actually colossal in
stature? What if they are tiny, and these ships are actually their planets? Smart,
sentient, spacefaring bacteria anyone?

Star for you Beamish.
Perfect reasoning.
In an infinite Universe (Multiple Universes even), there will be an infinite variety of life.
Life will be exactly the same, similar, somewhat similar, different, very different and so
different as to be unrecognisable as life, and all of the minute variations in between,
including size or stature, shape, composition...everything.
As to the question of the practicality of manoeuvring a craft a few miles or even larger
sizes in Earth's atmosphere using the technology they appear to be using, (gravity
shielding, energy shielding and such) there will be no atmospheric (or water resistance in
the case of USO's) resistance or attraction of gravity to worry about, so size would not be
an issue in those respects (as you point out).
I realise we only have our own experience and humanity's history and comprehension of
technology to draw upon, but folks really need to open their minds a little and see the
obvious here, which is these craft are in advance of what we ourselves have
technologically achieved in recorded history, exactly how far in advance of our present
technology is debatable, but we should bear this recorded fact in mind when making
judgements about feasibility of a huge craft entering or being able to manoeuvre in our
vicinity.
These have recorded many times on radar, on official film and photographic sources, and
millions of genuine public images and films.
I say genuine films and images as opposed to those made by idiots (extreme right wing
religious and common variety) as deliberate hoaxes and officially sanctioned frauds for
'plausible deniability' purposes and disinformation campaigns, and military testing their
experimental craft, although i can say with some certainty IF even some of these craft
displaying characteristics and physics that have been observed and recorded ARE of Earth
military origin, then Oil and other fossil fuels, Global warming, cap and trade, and every
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other energy related issue facing our planet, including dangers from asteroids and comets
etc...are a complete and total sham. I doubt a 30,000kph military craft coming to a dead
stop and doing right angled turns at those kinds of speeds would run on aviation fossil fuel
or batteries!
So either way, we're being lied to on an epic scale, and it NEEDS to stop now.
If i we're in authority, i would gladly offer an amnesty to all those involved in the con over
the years, for whatever reason or direction their involvement took...the exchange would
be a good one. They're getting away with it as it is, so what would the majority of us lose
in such a deal? Revenge?
Fair trade i say...end the secrecy now.

spikey
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 02:33 PM

 link   

reply to post by Beamish


Now that's big.

Indeed it is Beamish!
I was always fascinated with the idea of a civilisation capable of engineering something on
the scale of a Dyson Sphere.
The theory went (when i was a kid) was that an extremely advanced civilisation (now
known as type 2 civilisation i believe?) might engineer such as structure, using all the raw
materials of their home system to build an encompassing and enclosed spherical 'shell'
around their system's star and basically, take it with them on their travels around the
galaxy.
They'd basically break apart all the planets and moons, asteroids and comets and extract
materials to build the sphere or shell, around their star, and then build an enormous
habitat on the interior surface which would derive it's energy requirements from the star
in the centre.
Perhaps we are seeing something similar to Dyson sphere's in orbit around our sun, or the
early stages of construction of one, perhaps the process of extracting the raw materials of
our system in order to build such a solar system sized habitat, is underway as in 'the
ringmakers of Saturn'. Maybe they're not ringmakers at all..perhaps they are ringtakers
instead. Jupiter has lost it's great spot and a lot of it's banding too...perhaps they are
mining raw materials there too.
Interesting thought, cheers for reminding me of the DS's.

spacevisitor
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posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 03:42 PM

 link   


Originally posted by WhatAliens
You started with the JAL flight, which has been fully explained.
You ended with the Pheonix lights, which were fully explained.

You made me very curious.
What are according to your logic and intelligence the explanations for the JAL flight and
the Phoenix lights then?

Komodo
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 05:40 PM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
5000 F&S from me if if were even possible~!! Thx you Scramjet76~~~~~!!! Now, here's
what I've noticed.
146 Flags
124 stars
and only 5 pages of replies..........
I think you've DEFINITELY made your point.. pictures say what words fail to. ATS is
speechless!!!!
Now, here's a question I've have always asked myself, where on Earth, or even under it,
could these even be built?~!!!
Looking at the size JUST for the manufacturing plants
to make an Aircraft Carrier, the production facility MUST be Bigger than what is being
built. I've worked for Gunderson and the buildings just to make 1 box car is immense due
to the spar that runs thru the middle of the car ( 30ft I-Beam)
I have a friend that personally SAW one of these, he said.. it HAD to be at LEAST 1 mile in
length and width.
ATS.. you have a challenge before now, could a craft of this size actually even be built on
or under the earth.....?? A craft 5 miles WIDE..........

DieBravely
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 09:07 PM

 link   


Originally posted by liquidsmoke206
Hmmmm......makes me wonder if there could also be microscopic UFO's. I mean using
stealth gear is one thing, but good luck getting a ship the size of an amoeba on film.
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All things are possible, the credo of a person with an open mind.
I think it's all circular, as everything in the universe eventually reveals itself to be.

Originally posted by Komodo
I have a friend that personally SAW one of these, he said.. it HAD to be at LEAST 1 mile
in length and width.
ATS.. you have a challenge before now, could a craft of this size actually even be built
on or under the earth.....?? A craft 5 miles WIDE..........

We might build a very standard spacecraft with a big NASA logo on it meant for human
earthlings to travel around in.
But if we took that craft to a very small planet or moon, only to find it inhabited by some
form of intelligent life, suddenly our space ship would seem massive too.
Maybe these ships aren't massive for the surroundings and peoples they are built by.
My feeling is that these types of crafts are not of this Earth.
edit on 8/25/2011 by DieBravely because: (no reason given)

DieBravely
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 09:09 PM

 link   

whoops sorry
edit on 8/25/2011 by DieBravely because: (no reason given)

Scramjet76

posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 10:13 PM

 link   

reply to post by WhatAliens
It's your opinion I guess.
I don't feel like either case has been explained. In the phoenix lights case the former
governor even said it "felt otherworldly."
My coworker saw it and he said it wasnt flares. (and he doesn't even believe in aliens!!)

Thanks for the comment though.

Thanks everyone for your nice words
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WhatAliens

 link   

posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 10:31 PM

reply to post by spikey
Gee. You're mental health issues are nothing compared to facts,
Get a life mate/lass.
being stupid is normal, I'm afraid.
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WhatAliens
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 10:38 PM

 link   

Let me qualify....
In a factual sense, we have no idea whether aliens exist. We simply speculate.
Life maybe SO hard to arise we can essentially dismiss it as zero. OR it maybe so common
it may be enevitable.

 new topics

WhatAliens
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 10:40 PM

 link   

House passes bill to make Washington DC
the 51st state
US Political Madness : 1 hours ago

I'm afraid we won't be able to shut down
even if it gets bad.


Originally posted by spikey
reply to post by Scramjet76

Social Issues and Civil Unrest : 1 hours ago

That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish
Aliens and UFOs : 1 hours ago

Good thread mate.

My Helicopter Hologram Idea
General Chit Chat : 3 hours ago

Don't forget the largest of them all...the 'ringmakers' of Saturn are on photograph and
are estimated to be 1000's of miles in size.

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago

Minneapolis Council members get private
security after threats

What?

US Political Madness : 4 hours ago

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago

WhatAliens
posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 10:41 PM

 link   

Mental Disorders Linked to Alien Abductions and
Political Leaders
Health & Wellness : 5 hours ago

The big chill: How Africa is moving to battle
'zombie' appliances


Originally posted by WhatAliens

Other Current Events : 5 hours ago

Yeshu ben Pandera the sorcerer
Conspiracies in Religions : 6 hours ago
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Being stupid doesn't give you an intelligent viewpoint.

Scramjet76

posted on Aug, 25 2011 @ 11:24 PM

 link   

reply to post by WhatAliens
Please try and stay on topic!
There are plenty of threads to discuss your beliefs on "whether or not aliens exist."
Thanks

iksose7

posted on Aug, 26 2011 @ 04:55 AM

 link   


Originally posted by WhatAliens
wow....zzzzzzzzzzzz
You started with the JAL flight, which has been fully explained.
You ended with the Pheonix lights, which were fully explained.
The only thing the OP exposed was his own gullability and willingness to through away all
logic and intelligence.

I dont remember the Phionix Lights being fully explained? I remember the military giving
out a lame ass excuse about flares. What about all the witness testimony of the massive
craft that blocked out the stars?
edit on 26-8-2011 by iksose7 because: (no reason given)

 top topics
I've never seen so many white liberals held
hostage by the term "racism" in all my LIFE...

Beamish
posted on Aug, 26 2011 @ 06:56 AM

 link   

Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 26 flags

Why I am voting for Biden.
Political Mud-Pit : 15 hours ago, 25 flags

reply to post by ProphetOfZeal

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise
Political Mud-Pit : 8 hours ago, 25 flags

Whilst I agree that MainLineThis’s reply to Gwampo was unnecessarily caustic, I am
curious as to why you believe – as your post illustrates clearly – that the video in question
actually does feature an unknown craft.

The giant white, woke, 120lb elephant in the
room

Why can it not be a bug in flight?

Biden has confirmed, if he is elected he will turn
the USA into China/1944 Germany

Political Mud-Pit : 7 hours ago, 24 flags

Political Issues : 16 hours ago, 21 flags

Is there sufficient perspective in the video to show it is larger than it appears?
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Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 18 flags

Minneapolis Council members get private security
after threats

doobydoll
posted on Aug, 26 2011 @ 07:07 AM

 link   

US Political Madness : 4 hours ago, 14 flags

Robot Dolphin
Other Current Events : 8 hours ago, 11 flags

Could the gigantic size of these craft mean that the occupants are gigantic too?

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago, 9 flags

G-GULPP!!!!

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago, 9 flags

Gar1986
posted on Aug, 26 2011 @ 07:53 AM

 link   

Very interesting indeed, the size of these crafts seem so big, it's almost as if they are
designed to move entire populations. Great job on the scaling too, very clear to
understand.

redCrow
posted on Aug, 26 2011 @ 09:32 AM

 link   

SWEDISH TREASURE HUNTERS DISCOVER MYSTERIOUS UNDERWATER DISK

www.whiteowlconspiracy.com...
I came across this, thought I'd pass some info

karl 12
  
posted on Aug, 26 2011 @ 09:46 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Scramjet76
Hello ATS,
This is the first of its kind that I’ve seen on the internet. What you ask? A scaling project
that deals with some of the best reports of alleged “giant UFOs.”

Scramjet, mighty fine thread matey -here's another interesting report to add to the
collection involving a Brigadier General witnessing a "Colossal" UFO over the deserts of
northern Chile.


General Gabrielli recounts UFO encounter

 active topics



My Helicopter Hologram Idea

General Gabrielli recalls that in 1978, while conducting a training flight involving a

General Chit Chat • 6 • : Mandroid7
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pair of Northrop F-5E Tiger IIs not far from Antofagasta, their radars alerted them

That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish

to the presence of a mammoth intruder.

Aliens and UFOs • 8 • : ByteChanger

"It was noon and I was flying with captain Danilo Catalán -we were both flight
instructors," Gabrielli told the journalist.

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise

" Accompanying us were avionics tech Fernando Gómez and another trainee. The

Political Mud-Pit • 91 • : Nickn3

F-5 is radar equipped, and a line appeared from side to side-in other

Weapon of mass destruction and its myths.

words, a trace throughout the bottom side of the screen.

Science & Technology • 78 • : rom12345

A trace for a surface ship, a cruiser, is approximately one centimeter
long, but this line went from one side [of the screen] to another.

Family of three drown in pool in Jersey...(spoiler:
tied to Clintons/Gates)

I assumed the radar scope had failed, and I said as much to Danilo Catalán, but

ATS Skunk Works • 30 • : midnightstar

his radar also "failed".

I am a skinhead....

I then advised the ground radar at Antofagasta and they also picked up the line.

Rant • 28 • : projectvxn

We were engaged with these details when we looked toward the east: we were

Activists & Journalists Say The Star
Spangled Banner Should No Longer Be The
National Anthem

flying from north to south in the vicinity of Mejillones, and saw a deformed
cigar-shaped object. Deformed, like a plantain banana. It was swathed

Political Mud-Pit • 63 • : AugustusMasonicus

in smoke."

-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3N-

The general estimated the size of the craft as being comparable to that
of a dozen aircraft carriers. "It was large and must have been some 15 to 20
miles away. It moved in the same direction as us. We had no missiles, guns or

Political Conspiracies • 5099 • : Creep Thumper

anything. As you can imagine, the fright was more or less considerable. We could

US has a SERIOUS PROBLEM says Fauci

see a large thing surrounded in smoke, and from which a vapor issued.

Diseases and Pandemics • 59 • : rom12345

All of this situation must have lasted some five minutes. We approached the UFO

House passes bill to make Washington DC the 51st
state

but it was motionless. It neither approached nor retreated -it merely sailed
parallel to us. It was quite impressive, because it was truly something strange, and

US Political Madness • 15 • : AugustusMasonicus

something could be seen in concealment behind the smoke," he recalled.
Although the F-5E's are equipped with gun cameras, the general did not say if any
footage had been obtained. The UFO "mothership" eventually vanished, heading
toward Easter Island.
"The sky cleared and the lines on the radar vanished," he informed Riffo.
"However, there had been an object physically flying there. It's not a yarn, let me
tell you. It's my only experience with UFOs."

Link

Cheers.

thesearchfortruth
posted on Aug, 26 2011 @ 04:25 PM

 link   


Originally posted by JennaDarling

Has it ever occurred to you that the size of the object maybe an artifact of distortion
due to the propulsion method?

Has it ever occurred to you that the OP was only trying to accurately scale the sightings,
and not explain or debunk the sightings? The OP came to no conclusions, he only scaled
the size of each sighting the way it was reported, a very useful thing by the way (good
work!).
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thesearchfortruth
posted on Aug, 26 2011 @ 04:35 PM

 link   


Originally posted by WhatAliens
wow....zzzzzzzzzzzz
You started with the JAL flight, which has been fully explained.
You ended with the Pheonix lights, which were fully explained.
The only thing the OP exposed was his own gullability and willingness to through away all
logic and intelligence.

Uh huh. Do you care to explain either of these sightings or just claim they have been.
I hope your not talking about the flares excuse for Pheonix.
Or the Jupiter explaination for flight 1628?
Your kidding me.

Scramjet76

posted on Aug, 26 2011 @ 07:47 PM

 link   

reply to post by karl 12
Thanks Karl. An amazing report! People think that other national militaries are just inept
because...uh... they aren't American.
But make no mistake these folks aren't flying model airplanes over there. According the
wikipedia the Chilean military has:
-351 Tanks
-8 Frigates (not from the 1800s lol, but one like this )
-1 Corvette
-4 Submarines
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-78 Fighter Aircraft
They might not have the money of the US, but they are trained and good at what they do.
A ufo report should be taken serious by an senior military official, regardless of the
nation's economic wealth.

Here is another outstanding report of a huge one in the Northern Yukon territory. Those
aliens love the Yukon!

DeadSeraph
posted on Aug, 27 2011 @ 02:41 PM

 link   

for the people who think many of these cases have been explained, theres a good history
channel program that covers a couple of them here:

www.youtube.com...
edit on 27-8-2011 by DeadSeraph because: (no reason given)

karl 12

posted on Aug, 28 2011 @ 07:35 AM

 link   


Originally posted by Scramjet76
Thanks Karl. An amazing report! People think that other national militaries are just inept
because...uh... they aren't American. :lol..
They might not have the money of the US, but they are trained and good at what they
do. A ufo report should be taken serious by an senior military official, regardless of the
nation's economic wealth.

Hey Scramjet, couldn't agree more there mate and I don't know if you've seen this
documentary but it contains some very interesting claims (around 6:10) about how U.S.
Secret Services offered significant economic and career related incentives to Ecuadorian
Military personnel so that information and documents pertaining to UFOs were
concealed....so maybe these South American military UFO reports are taken very seriously
by someone somewhere -serious enough to attempt to suppress them anyway.


Originally posted by Scramjet76

Here is another outstanding report of a huge one in the Northern Yukon territory.

Yup, that sure is a fascinating UFO incident you've gone and posted there (and a great
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thread from our friend Jkrog) - some of the separately located witness testimony sounds
very consistent and there's been some great research been carried out by the ufobc.ca
team - I have absolutely no idea what that object was.
I've also always found the US Coastguard case from 1988 very intriguing and that also
involved witness reports of a huge unknown object over Lake Erie which was said to have
released up to a half dozen triangular shaped lights and objects - there's also some pretty
impressive government documentation to help corroborate the reports.

US Coastguard report - UFOs over Lake Erie

Cheers.

karl 12

posted on Aug, 28 2011 @ 07:45 AM

 link   

P.S. Scrmjet -the unknown object involved in the Minot Air Force base incident from 1968
was said to be a very large one too.
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link

Cheers.

A51Watcher
posted on Aug, 28 2011 @ 12:32 PM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
Good stuff Scramjet. A new thread with actual research and work put into it!
Amazing!
I see it has inspired you to do a follow- up. Excellent! I hope you continue doing your own
independent investigations, as I'm sure you have found there is no substitute for that.

Oh, and a S&F for you as well of course!

MolochMarduk

posted on Aug, 28 2011 @ 02:24 PM


Originally posted by WhatAliens
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 link   
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What?

In the book 'The Ringmakers of Saturn' published in 1986. Dr. Norman Bergrun presents the
case that the rings of Saturn are constantly being manufactured by Electro Magnetic
Vehicles (EMVs). If you can open your mind it presents some fascinating possibilities.

Norman Bergrun Speaking About The Ringmakers Of Saturn
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Great thread btw.
edit on 28-8-2011 by MolochMarduk because: (no reason given)

Scramjet76

posted on Aug, 28 2011 @ 03:36 PM

 link   

reply to post by karl 12
Hey Karl, I flagged your "ufos over lake erie" thread. Was interesting and I had not see
that episode of Ufo Hunters. So thanks for that. For some reason the link to it stopped
working now tho...anyways.
..The minot case I was aware that object was pretty large. If that's how the object looked
at "1000' feet above it," then it must be bigger than a 747. So I'd guess we are looking at
300+ feet.

A51Watcher
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 link   

posted on Aug, 28 2011 @ 08:30 PM

May 18 1947 - Oklahoma City, Oklahoma - Dusk
Oklahoma City Times (Oklahoma) 6/26

-Fast Flying Disks Reported in West(AP) -- Pilot and businessman Byron Savage and his wife had just started to walk out to
their car. At first he commented to his wife that a big white plane was coming over.
He continued to watch the craft because it soon became evident that this thing was no
ordinary aircraft. The shiny disc-like object was as big as six B-29 bombers “bigger than
any aircraft we have.”
It flew over the city between 10,000 and 18,000 feet toward the northwest at a speed
estimated at more than 1500 mph (3x current jet speed in those days).
The disc reportedly made no noise except for a very faint "swishing sound." It passed over
in a matter of fifteen to twenty seconds and had the appearance of a "perfectly round and
flat" frosty white elliptical object.
(Savage stated to FBI investigators that "he was sure this object was not a meteor and in
his opinion it must be radically built and powered, probably atomic."
FBI Documents dated 24 July 1947)
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Scramjet76
posted on Aug, 29 2011 @ 01:16 AM

 link   

reply to post by A51Watcher
Judging by the estimation of "six b-29 bombers," id say the craft was about the length of
the Transamerica Pyramid in San Francisco. See OP.
Also, if you like the ringmakers check out the sequel to this thread!

 new topics
PocketSand666
posted on Aug, 29 2011 @ 01:31 AM

 link   

House passes bill to make Washington DC
the 51st state
US Political Madness : 1 hours ago

I'm afraid we won't be able to shut down
even if it gets bad.
Social Issues and Civil Unrest : 1 hours ago

That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish
Aliens and UFOs : 1 hours ago

My Helicopter Hologram Idea
General Chit Chat : 3 hours ago

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago

Minneapolis Council members get private
security after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago

Mental Disorders Linked to Alien Abductions and
Political Leaders
Health & Wellness : 5 hours ago

The big chill: How Africa is moving to battle
'zombie' appliances
Other Current Events : 5 hours ago

Yeshu ben Pandera the sorcerer
Conspiracies in Religions : 6 hours ago
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antar
  
posted on Aug, 29 2011 @ 10:28 PM

 link   

OK, now it was about time someone created an interesting thread on this subject.
I have a couple things to add, one being that a close family member was in the USAF as an
Air Traffic Controller when on one nights shift he saw a blip across his radar screen, this
blip at first seemed to be an anomaly however soon he discovered that it was something
unexplainable indeed.
Moving at speeds far beyond anything in our current technological ability, it peaked his
interest to say the least. He watched this "show" for hours as it traversed the entire
screen and could dart almost instantaneously across thousands of miles and back again.
He was able to discern the width and height which he told me was over 5 miles wide and
several miles high. (Don't hold me to those exact dimensions as I recall him telling me it
was much larger, but I think that was what he said) This was not something at that time
anyone in their right mind would want to report, so it is just my word that this was
witnessed.
Also as far as the Phoenix lights go, I did witness something very similar to the picture you
shared, and could also agree that the larger one was equal in size to a football field. It
was also black or gun metal grey in color with strange nonsensical light formations on it,
not like our commercial type lights on any account.
There are more sightings to discuss, but it is late and I am so tired right now, just wanted
to say a few things to add to the thread.
Good night.
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A51Watcher

posted on Aug, 31 2011 @ 08:19 PM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
Thanks for that Scramjet.

 top topics
I've never seen so many white liberals held
hostage by the term "racism" in all my LIFE...
Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 26 flags

Why I am voting for Biden.

Amazing how object comparison works so much better for us that just measurement

Political Mud-Pit : 15 hours ago, 25 flags

figures. You certainly have a knack for it.

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise

I ran through the rest of my sightings collection for that year and found a few more to
contribute.

Political Mud-Pit : 8 hours ago, 25 flags

The giant white, woke, 120lb elephant in the
room
Political Mud-Pit : 7 hours ago, 24 flags

Cheers!
_______________________________________________________________________________

Biden has confirmed, if he is elected he will turn
the USA into China/1944 Germany
Political Issues : 16 hours ago, 21 flags

President Trump Offers to Help Chicago Reduce
Record Violence - Mayor Lightfoot tells him F--You.

May 5 1947 - Tucson, Arizona

Political Mud-Pit : 16 hours ago, 18 flags

Minneapolis Council members get private security
after threats
US Political Madness : 4 hours ago, 14 flags

Mrs. H.G. Olavick and Mrs. Down of Tucson, recalled she witnessed ten flying discs make
some curious aerial maneuvers near Tucson.
One of those objects appeared larger than the other nine discs, perhaps as big as 100
feet in diameter.
Viewed with her husband, they both agreed at the time that the discs must be some sort
of new high performance military aircraft. As they watched, the nine smaller craft began
"playing around the cloud" in violent aerial maneuvers for about seven minutes as if
making mock dogfights.
Finally regrouping in a V formation behind the larger craft, they flew off with tremendous
acceleration toward the northeast.
(Source: Letter dated August 3, 1967 from Dr. James E. McDonald to UFO researcher Ted
Bloecher.)

June 29 - Jacksonville, Oregon - 1:00 P.M. PST
NICAP FILES

Peter Vogel, M.D., and his wife, eight other members of the Vogel family, and about ten
others saw a V-formation of oval objects in the sky above Ashland, 15 to 20 miles
southeast of Jacksonville.
The formation was traveling northwest toward Medford. There were nine objects.
According to Dr. Vogels' wife, when first seen the objects were "as white as snow geese",
as they came closer they became blue-white, "like a fluorescent-bulb light."
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Other Current Events : 8 hours ago, 11 flags

About transferring the term "Black Lives
Matter" to Russia
Political Issues : 4 hours ago, 9 flags

Weird One From France Jun 20 20
Aliens and UFOs : 5 hours ago, 9 flags
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They were sharply outlined and seemed to be solid; "also translucent, like a light,
pebbled, frosted bulb."
The size of the individual objects was estimated as more than twice the diameter of the
full moon.
There was no sound, and no vapor trails.
When the objects seemed to be over the tower of Medford airport, they each made a
spiral ascent, one after the other, and each went behind a cloud that had not been there
before and which the objects themselves "seemed to produce."
The objects did not reappear, but the cloud "stayed an oval and stationary shape for over
an hour."

June 29 - Clarion, Iowa - 4:45 P.M. CST (2:45pmPST)
USAF FILES

Bus driver Dale Bays, traveling from Des Moines to Mason City, Iowa, observed flying discs
outside Clarion.
At first he saw only one oval object pass across the sky moving south-southwest at about
1,200 feet. Then four similar objects followed.

 active topics
-@TH3WH17ERABB17- -Q- Questions. White
House Insider's postings -PART- -7W3N7Y
S3V3NPolitical Conspiracies • 5100 • : PilSungMtnMan

My Helicopter Hologram Idea
General Chit Chat • 6 • : Mandroid7

That Polish UFO -- Very Billy Meier-ish
Aliens and UFOs • 8 • : ByteChanger

Bays quickly stopped and got out for a better look. Taking in the view of the countryside,
he turned around and spotted in the opposite direction a flight of thirteen more discs.

The political mentality of ATS and its
demise
Political Mud-Pit • 91 • : Nickn3

This formation was at about the same altitude as the first objects and judged to be
traveling 300 miles per hour.
They looked like "inverted saucers," "oval" in appearance.
He guessed that they were anywhere from 175 to 250 feet in diameter and around
twelve feet thick.

Weapon of mass destruction and its myths.
Science & Technology • 78 • : rom12345

Family of three drown in pool in Jersey...(spoiler:
tied to Clintons/Gates)
ATS Skunk Works • 30 • : midnightstar

I am a skinhead....
Rant • 28 • : projectvxn

Their color appeared a "dirty white" and he said they made a "motor or dynamo" type of
noise while passing overhead. After a couple of minutes the discs were then lost from
sight to the north-northwest.

Activists & Journalists Say The Star
Spangled Banner Should No Longer Be The
National Anthem
Political Mud-Pit • 63 • : AugustusMasonicus

US has a SERIOUS PROBLEM says Fauci

June 30 1947 - Norwood, Ohio - Night
Cincinnati Times-Star (Ohio) 7/7

Mrs. H. W. Stockwell reported that she saw a group of seven disc-like objects in the sky
over Norwood.
One of the discs was much larger than the rest and she estimated its size to be at least
"a mile in diameter."
She did not mention the sighting until a week later because she said she felt "a little silly
about it. Now I think that if they are dangerous, everybody should know about them."
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A51Watcher

posted on Aug, 31 2011 @ 08:26 PM

 link   

-continuedJuly 3 1947 - near St. Maries, Idaho
Spokane Spokesman-Review, 7/7
Spokane Daily Chronicle, 7/7
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 7/7
Portland Oregonian, 7/7
San Francisco Chronicle (AP), 7/7
Detroit Times (INS), 7/7
New York Journal-American (INS), 7/7
New York Times (AP, Spokane, 7/6), 7/7
UP & AP general ref in many papers, 7/7
Mrs. Walter Johnson, of Dishman, Washington, a Spokane suburb, reported that she and
her family had been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Beeman, of Butler's Bay, on the
St. Joe River in northern Idaho, after having spent a few days camping in the area.
About 6:30 p.m. PST, on the 3rd, Ben Beeman, who had been working in his garden,
suddenly "shouted for us to come outside of. the house," Mrs. Johnson reported. When
they had come out, at least nine members of the family, including Mrs. Johnson's sister
and a niece, saw nine large objects flying out of the southern sky in a loose formation.
"With that mountainside as a background, we saw the saucers come in very fast, slow
down jerkily, then flutter to the ground like leaves," she told the press, several days
later.
"The objects made no sound, Mrs. Johnson said. "Suddenly they stopped in mid-air, then
started again. When they reached a point over a clearing in the timber, they stopped
again and settled down a few at a time until they were out of sight. The mysterious part
was that we could see them flutter down into the timber, and yet we couldn't see that
they did anything to the trees."
The objects, thicker than discs and looking more like washtubs, were described by Mrs.
Johnson as being "about the size of a five-room house."
They glittered with the brilliance of a mirror in the sunlight, but "they must have given off
the light themselves, because the sun itself was not visible."
"The area where they went down was several miles away," Mrs. Johnson explained, and
darkness prevented any search for the objects that evening.

July 4 - Moscow, Idaho - 10:30 A.M. PST
CHICAGO NEWS (Illinois) 7/5
MILWAUKEE SENTINEL (Wisconsin) 7/6

Irving C. Allen, Chief of Airports Operations and Management in the 7th Region for the
Civil Aeronautics Administration, reported that he had spotted a "disc—like" object while
flying southward from Coeur d'Alene to Lewiston, Idaho, in the vicinity of Moscow.
"The disc proceeded north across my plane's course from right to left and on a regular
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course. It was first spotted by my assistant manager, William Farrell, a passenger in the
plane."
The pilot said the object was "remarkably white" and moved at a uniform altitude with a
kind of "wavering" flight pattern.
He estimated that it was "larger than the largest plane" as it crossed several miles in
front of him as he was flying slightly east of Moscow.

A51Watcher

posted on Aug, 31 2011 @ 08:32 PM

 link   

-continued-

July 4 - Between Emmett, Idaho and Ontario, Oregon - 9:04 P.M. MST (8:04pmPST)
Oregonian (Portland) 7/5 & 7/6
Portland Journal (Oregon) 7/5
Seattle Post-Intelligencer (Washington) 7/5
Boise Daily Statesman (Idaho) 7/5 & 7/6
Chicago Times (Illinois) (AP, Boise) 7/5
Chicago Times (Illinois) 7/7
Los Angeles Examiner (California) (AP) 7/5
New York Herald-Tribune (AP) 7/6
AP, UP & INS in nearly all papers for 7/5 & 7/6
USAF Files

United Air Lines Flight 105 left Gowan Field, Boise, bound for Seattle with Captain Emil J.
Smith at the controls and First Officer Ralph Stevens in the co-pilot's seat.
Before they boarded the plane in Boise, someone had asked them if they had seen any
flying saucers, and Smith jokingly retorted, "I'll believe them when I see them."
Eight minutes later, both he and Stevens were converted into believers.
As they flew over Emmett, Idaho, approaching a cruising altitude of about 7,000 feet,
Stevens reached over to blink his landing lights, believing he had seen a plane ahead at
about the same level as the airliner. He called Smith's attention to it.
They immediately saw four more, arranged in a "loose formation." "At first I thought it was
a group of light planes returning from some Fourth of July celebration," said Smith, "but
then I realized the things were not aircraft, but were flat and circular."
Not believing their eyes, they called the stewardess, Miss Marty Morrow, forward. Without
telling her what to look for, they directed her attention to the sky ahead of them. Looking
out the cockpit window, Miss Morrow exclaimed, "why, there's a formation of those flying
discs!"
The objects appeared "huge" and were dark grey, silhouetted against the bright evening
sky.
The pilots thought they were much larger than ordinary aircraft... The discs were
"smooth on the bottom, and rough on top," according to the witnesses.
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As soon as Miss Morrow had confirmed their observation, Smith called the control tower at
Ontario, Oregon, giving his position and flight direction. He asked the tower operators to
step outside to see if they could see anything unusual in the direction from which the
plane was approaching.
The tower operators saw nothing, which led Smith to believe that the discs were larger
and farther away than they originally estimated -- possibly as far away as 30 miles.
The objects appeared to "merge," and then disappeared to the northwest. No sooner had
they gone out of sight when another group came into view to the left and ahead of them.
By this time the airliner had reached its cruising altitude of 8,000 feet, and was flying
over rugged country toward the Blue Mountains, in eastern Oregon.
In the second group, the discs were arranged in a straight line, three together and the
fourth off by itself. "This group seemed to be higher than our flight path," reported the
pilot, "and when they did leave, they left fast!"
The nine objects had been in view for at least twelve minutes, seen over a distance of
more than 45 miles. Smith was certain that the objects had to be considerably larger
than a DC-3 to have been seen for such a great distance.

July 6 - Fairfield-Suisan AFB, California - Day
USAF FILES

AAF Capt. and Mrs. James H. Burniston saw a highly reflective round flat object having no
wings or tail, the size of a C-54 transport (118 ft) roll from side-to-side 3 times then fly
away very fast from NW to the SE at 10,000 ft.
Burniston and his wife who spotted from their back yard an object traveling three
quarters of the way across the sky in a matter of only 60 seconds.
He noted an oscillating motion to the mysterious craft as it traveled in a southeasterly
direction at about 10,000 feet, rolling from side to side three times, with one side
strongly reflecting the sun.
As it rolled it became harder to see, suggesting the object was thinner in one dimension
than the other. Its size was compared to a DC-3 and because of other aircraft noises in
the vicinity, Burniston could not ascertain if the object emitted any noticeable sound.

A51Watcher

posted on Aug, 31 2011 @ 08:38 PM

-continuedJuly 6 - Mallardville, B.C. - 12:00 P.M.
COLUMBIAN (B.C.) 7/8

-SAUCERS APPEAR OVER MALLARDVILLE, B.C.-
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'Saucers' Follow Local 'Tornadoes'

The mystery of the "flying saucers" became more and more mystifying to local residents
over the weekend as six persons, three of them residents of Mallardville, laid claim to
having seen the flashing discs streaking through the sky at noon-time on Sunday.
Antoine Beauregard, painter, said he was working on a house during the afternoon and
suddenly saw "a shiny aluminum disc" cross the sky "at a height of about 15 miles."
"It was about 300 feet long," said Mr. Beauregard. "My eyesight is very, very good, and I
can judge distance and height accurately."
Mrs. Beauregard stated "My husband said that he saw a shiny, round disc, bigger than most
and sort of squared off on one side. That's all I really know about it."
Others laying claim to having seen the "saucers" were Mrs. V.M. Bailey, Mrs. Edward Vere
and Mrs. Carol Watkins, who were sitting on the steps of a cabin at the Old Orchard Auto
Camp about 4 pm Sunday when they saw "a cloud of dust like two small tornadoes over
the hill toward New Westminster."
Three discs then pulled up from behind the trees.

July 10 1947 - Clovis, New Mexico - 4:47 P.M. MST (3:47pmPST)
LIFE MAGAZINE 4/7/52

As the sightings continued one of the top US astronomers from the Department of
Meteoritics at the University of New Mexico, Dr. Lincoln La Paz, his wife, and two
teenaged daughters, reported seeing an elliptical object very high among the clouds.
The incident occurred while they were driving from Clovis to Clines Corner, New Mexico.
La Paz estimated, with the aid of a pencil held at arm's length, that the object was 20 to
30 miles from his position, ellipsoidal and rigid, 160 feet long and 65 feet thick,
traveling 120 to 180 miles per hour horizontally and 600 to 900 miles per hour vertically.
It appeared silent and "self-luminous" against the dark clouds with a sort of "wobbling
motion" and no exhaust or vapor trail could be observed.
It remained in view for at least 30 seconds. La Paz stated that , the ascent he saw the
object make "thoroughly convinced me that we were "dealing with an absolutely novel
airborne device."
___________________________________________________________________________
EOF

SplitInfinity
posted on Aug, 31 2011 @ 08:51 PM

 link   

Although there are some very large Alien Craft....there is also some very large U.S.
Military craft as well...specifically Lockheeds Stealth Blimp program. Trying to scale UFO's
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is difficult as if it is an actual Alien craft....and they are employing a GRAVITIC
DRIVE....there is several effects related to employment of this type of drive that will
throw of a persons visual observation of said craft.
Gravitic Lensing....the distortion or magnification of a visible object as its either
generated or reflected light...is effected by a gravity well or created singularity. The
Hubble Space Telescope observed this effect occuring when viewing ABEL 1689 and ABEL
2218....both of these Galactic clusters.
ABEL 1689 is a massive grouping of Galaxies whos gravitic effect creates both a Halo and
visibly duplicated Galaxies. ABEL 2218's gravity creates a powerful lensing effect that
allows observation of a super distant....13 Billion Light Years away...Galaxy...that is one
of the oldest and most distant in the Universe.
Another problem in observing and scaling UFO's...is a Gravitic Drives ability to warp space
as to have more than one visible versions of the same craft. Split Infinity

Benchkey
posted on Sep, 5 2011 @ 07:06 AM

 link   

Some responses say these HUGE craft may actually be holographic images. Certainly that
is a possibility.
Others say these craft disappear because they have 'cloaking' ability. Also a possibility.
Some say the air they displace would cause them to make disturbances that are noticed
on the ground.
Ditto on the possibility.
From my perspective, and from a fluke that I an a friend experienced, I'd say some of
these may be real.
We were scanning they sky with a Green Laser pen, very early in the morning. We hit upon
something (UFO) that cannot be described or explained. The laser lit up an area of the sky
that was perhaps 100' wide x 200' long. By lighting up the sky I mean that the object,
previously unseen, reacted to the laser and looked like a sparkler that are sometimes
waved around by children. The object traveled across the sky at about 30 mph.
Thus if someone believes something is holographic, then shoot a laser at it. If the laser
reflects, then it is solid, if not then the object is not solid. Likewise the laser might
disrupt a 'cloaking' ability.
As to the air displacement, I'm sure any builder of an aircraft a mile in length, that can
descend into our atmosphere with ease, and disappear at will, has also worked out air and
water displacement issues. Indeed their craft probably has abilities we have yet to
imagine.
As one member wrote:
"When you have LEGIONS of people that lack the education perspective and understanding
about BASIC science try to comment on things they cant [sic] and dont [sic] understand
you end up with folks coming to conclusions that make us all look like idiots. And anybody
with the balls to point this out gets blasted for it."
To which I add, The reverse is also true. Yes... the world is flat.
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markymint
posted on Sep, 5 2011 @ 07:42 AM

 link   

Fun thread, love the diagrams! Definitely the pinnacle of (certainly my) UFO spotting
"career" would be to see something so huge fly over
They're all very interesting - the
Guernsey one, IMO, is a bit "meh" - if only it had been a more solid, darker object, not
just something that seems like a streak of light.. Hopefully there will be more sightings of
"massive" UFO's in the near future!
A little off topic - but it was funny to see that the Fort Worth video was mentioned earlier
in the thread. I think it would be more mature to consider that footage in-conclusive. If
you take a closer look at the footage you will notice a rounded object, which banks and
flys towards camera - but it's hard to say. One thing is for certain - suppose we are dealing
with something ET, or other wordly, or even from other dimensions - whose to say such
objects would follow the laws of physics in the world we live?
How do we know such entities would project onto camera as totally solid objects that
move further away and closer, how do we know they don't bend time and space in ways
we as humans aren't familiar with, or in ways our camera technology can't fully show? Why
is it that UFO's that seem to pass across continents (and are sometimes huge) are often
only seen from one locale (or just a few)... I find it odd that a lot of people think that the
camera will never lie to them - when we clearly have very little understanding of how
other dimensions work around our own, etc. Light bends in strange ways. Entities made
purely of light & energy probably bend in even stranger ways

Scramjet76
posted on Sep, 6 2011 @ 11:11 PM

 link   

reply to post by markymint
Hey thanks for the reply markymint. I also have a hard time wrapping my mind around
things like 4D aliens and mile+ long spaceships.
If you liked this thread, make sure to check out Giant UFO Scaling Project Part 2!

Archirvion
posted on Sep, 7 2011 @ 04:00 PM

reply to post by Scramjet76
The us govnerment Retired officers has also mentioned these. Not many has been
informed about these so thank you.
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7Over22
posted on Sep, 9 2011 @ 09:22 AM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
My question to the OP. What attracts you to a conspiracy website?

Scramjet76

posted on Sep, 9 2011 @ 10:42 AM

 link   

reply to post by 7Over22
A bit off-topic, but I'll induldge for a brief response and leave it at that:
1) UFOs/Aliens which I happen to know aren't a conspiracy. It's the real deal and I know
the universe is teeming with life.
2) For an alternative news source. The blamestream media seems more interested in
covering what Lady Gaga wore in her last public appearance.

7Over22
posted on Sep, 10 2011 @ 03:33 PM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
I just had it on the tip-of-my-tongue...can you provide substantial evidence of what you
state to be true for the first line?

7Over22
posted on Sep, 10 2011 @ 03:39 PM

reply to post by Scramjet76
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And for line two I have heard quite a lot of controversial issues with successful music
artist Lady Gaga. What do you feel ties her in with entities?
You are rather an extraordinary character.

WolliOli
posted on Sep, 11 2011 @ 10:44 AM

 link   

this is good! appreciate you doing the hard for for us¬!

infinitecuriosity
posted on Sep, 18 2011 @ 05:44 AM

 link   

You might find some interesting, theoretical info on this website in regards of: Why we
think UFO's do not displace air and so avoid being noticed.

UFO physics

seachange
posted on Sep, 21 2011 @ 06:20 PM

 link   

reply to post by Scramjet76
The Sears Tower is still the Sears Tower I don't know why people are trying to re-name it,
but I'd be surprised if any time in the next few decades anybody in Chicago calls it what
you did (which I won't say because its downright heathen). The Sears tower can't really be
re-named any more than the World Trade Center can be renamed. You can try but its not
going to happen any time within the first few decades.
I'm going to ask you to call the Sears Tower the Sears tower rather than its heathen shill
name which I won't mention here.

7Over22
posted on Sep, 29 2011 @ 11:08 AM

 link   

This thread was beginning to get very interesting. Where has the OP disappeared too?
edit on 29-9-2011 by 7Over22 because: No comment.
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